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Abstract 

The issue of wban sprawl is a main concem for cities across North America. 

Conventional neighbourhood subdivisions are the key building blocks that 

contribute to sprawl and have k e n  criticized for their lack of affordabili~, 

convenience, efficiency, and public space. This reçearch project presents an 

alternative approach to conventional neighbourhood planning and design. 

Recognizing that suburbm growth is likely to continue, this project attempts to 

improve the residential subdivision rather than to limit its development. The 

alternative approach is based on the concept of sustainable development and is 

guided by a set of planning pnnciples and design guidelines. This approach is 

demonstrated in the re-design of Royalwood, a conventional neighbourhood 

subdivision in Winnipeg. Following the re-design, a comparative analysis beîween 

the alternative concept and the conventional p l a ~  is undertaken, focusing on land 

use distribution and "urban efficiency". The analysis shows the alternative concept 

has advantages in housing diversity and affordability, local services, public spces, 

and pedestnan conveniences, while k i n g  Iower infiastructure and development 

costs. This project concludes with suggestions for füture alternative development in 

Winnipeg, noting that the City govemment, residential developers, and local 

homebuilders are the key players for initiating progress. Recommendations are 

directed at the City of Winnipeg to create a more favorable setting for the possible 

implementation of future altemative development. 
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Cha~ter 1: Introduction 

The practice of conventional neighbourhood subdivision planning and design in 

North America has undergone an increasing amount of criticism in regards to its 

social, environmental, and fiscal performance. Citizens, municipal governments, 

wban planne=, and designers have questioned the feasibility, validity, and livability 

of these modem residential developments. The type of development being referred 

to is typical in design and function and is commonly found in almua every urbanized 

area across the continent. The conventionai neighbourhood subdivision cm be 

identified by a list of characteristics. Maze-like street patterns, ofkn without 

sidewalks, are interrupted by cul-du-sacs (Figure 1-1). Land use is ofien exclusively 

single family residential. Local conveniences are usually located in a sûip mal1 on a 

major artenal outside of the neighbourhood, making reliance on the automobile 

essential. Critics argue that this kind of development is responsible for high costs to 

both the taxpayer and the environment due to inefficient land use, and is blarned for 

the loss of community because of its segregated, homogeneous, and isolated nature 

(Condon, 1996; Calthorpe, 1993; Roseland, 1992; Newman, 199 1; Lozano, 1990; 

Real Estate Research Corporation, 1974). 

Urban planners and designers are now, more than ever, confionted with the challenge 

to search for solutions to this dilemma The continuation of conventional sububan 

development is inappropriate and detrimental. Searching for innovative planning and 



design alternatives for residential areas should be given special atiention Both 

developers and municipal governments should be made aware of the potential 

benefits that an alternative development has over a conventional one, realizing that a 

paradigm shift in industry attitudes will only take place over a period of time. This 

project intends to offer one incremental step toward altemative residential 

subdivision planning and design. 

The concept of sustainability, and sustainable urban development in particular, 

focuses on three main components- environmental (or ecological), economic (or 

fiscal), and social- and their interrelationships within an urban system. Unlike the 

conventional method of planning residential developments, sustainable urban design 

is based on planning that responds to contexnial considerations. In essence, it is site 

planning that is tailored to appropn'ately ''fit" its environs. 

Figure 1-1: The typical North Amcrican neighbourhood subdivision. (Source: Y4td, Street. Park, 
1994:37.) 



1.1 Proiect Objectives 

The purpose of this project is to take the first step toward the development of an 

alternative neighbourhood subdivision. It wiIl do so by examining the concept of 

sustainability as the guiding h e w o r k  for development. Sustainability, or more 

accurately sustainable iiraan development, bas been selected for its focus on 

environmentai, economic, and mial issues. Other methods were considered (such 

as the Neo-Traditional and Garden City concepts), however they did not adequately 

address al1 the problems associated with urban sprawl to the sarne extent. For 

example, Neo-Traditionalism is fast becoming a popular approach for alternative 

neighbourhood design. While it advocates that a better social atmosphere (i.e. 

pedestrian-fkiendly streets and more public places) can be achieved through design, it 

largely ignores other social issues like the affordability and accessibility of housing 

for a wide range of people and family types. Furthemore, the issues of urban 

ecology and economic concem are rarely dealt with. The concept of sustainability 

focuses on the environmental, economic, and social components and recognizes that 

these three components are interrelated within the urban context. 

While sustainability is the goal of this project, it should be understood that it is 

difficult to convince developrrs that wholesale changes should be made to 

conventional practices. If the paradigrn shifi is to occur, it wili likely corne in 

hcrernental stages over time. Therefore, the project proposes to provide susiainable 



solutions within the fiamework of conventional patterns and marketing methods. 

This project intends to offer a planning and design approach that takes a first step 

away nom the wnventional method and toward a more sustainable one. 

This research project undertakes a redesign of a conventional subdivision based on a 

prescribed alternative approach (discussed in chapter 3). There are three main goals 

for this approach: 

1 .  To show an alternative method of planning and designing residential 

subdivisions based on the pnnciples of sustainable wban development; 

2. To show how a residential subdivision, planned and designed according to 

sustainable principles, may appear; 

3. To show if a sustainabte neighbourhood example can achieve or exceed the same 

Ievel of fiscal "feasibility" as a conventionai design. 

1.2 Proiect Organization 

The foliowing is a brief layout of this project's organization and includes a synopsis 

of each chapter. 

Chapter 1: Introduction. This chapter acknowledges that a problem exists in 

conventional subdivisions, and introduces the concept of sustainability as the 



fhmework for a possible solution. The chapter States the project's goals and 

objectives, and the limitations of the project. 

Chapter 2: Literatun Review. This chapter identifies urban sprawl as a main 

concem in North American urban centres. Urban sprawl and its historical ongins are 

discussed, and attention is given to land use issues associated with sprawl such as 

segregation and hornogeneity. Sustainability is suggested as a bais for alternative 

urban development, recognizing that urban sprawl will continue to occur and that 

sustainability must be able to function 

development industry. The sustainability 

Chapter 3: Methodology. This chapter 

within the current fiarnework set by the 

concept is defined and explained. 

identifies the methods and techniques used 

to collect information and data for this research project. The chapter also outlines the 

pnnciples used for the redesign. 

Chapter 4: Alternative Concept. This chapter presents the alternative planning 

approach and site redesign. The chapter explains the site selection process and 

provides the rationale for its design The form of the alternative concept is 

established by a set of design guideluies. which are applied to the selected site. A 

comparative analysis between the alternative concept and the conventional plan is 

then undertaken, examining land uses and 'iut,an efkiencyn. 



Chapter 5: Conclusion. The final chapter provides a reflective ovewiew of the 

research projed including its accomplishments, shortcornings, and general 

observations. A list of rewmmendations for the City of Winnipeg is provided 

regarding sustainable development consideratiom. This chapter concludes with a list 

of suggestions for M e r  research on related topics. 

1.3 Proiect Limitations 

The focus of this project is the re-design of a conventional subdivision. The key 

stipulations for the site selection were: 

1. A subdivision containing conventional features; 

2. Access to information (and cooperation nom the developer). 

Royalwood, a 180-acre subdivision located in southeastem Winnipeg and developed 

by Ladco Company Ltd., is the site selected for this research project. During the 

research, development in Royalwood was ongoing (approximately half of 

Royalwood was developed as of November 1998). Therefore, subdivision plans 

were oaen consulted. This project is conducted under the assumption that urban 

sprawl is unlikely to subside in the near future. The alternative concept proposal 

should serve as a first step toward innovative neighbourhood subdivision planning to 

guide the way (or at least provoke dialogue) for future innovations. The redesign of 

Royalwood is an attempt to achieve a more sustainable neighbourhood than the 

existing conventional plan. The redesign does not incorporate an extensive list of 



sustainable features, rather it responds to site ecology and contextual considerations 

as a basis for design while recognizing what is considered acceptable to the 

developer. 

A main component of the research is the comparative andysis between the 

conventional and altemative schernes- Part of this cornparison involves "urban 

efficiency" tests, which the developer uses to detemiiae the fiscal "feasibility" of a 

subdivision. The two "urban efficiency" tests used by Ladco are the "fkontage-to- 

seMce ratio" test and the "frontage per developabfe acre" test. These tests are 

discussed in section 3.1.7. Initially, a simple cost analysis of the alternative and 

conventional schemes was considered for the comparative analysis section. It, 

however, became apparent that a simple cost analysis would not be as informative as 

a full cost analysis, which is extensive and detailed. The developer conducts a full 

cost analysis only after a number of design alternatives have been considered. The 

full cost analysis includes al1 "hard senrices" such as infrastructure and utilities, and 

"soft services" that include developer's fees, lending interest rates, marketing costs, 

and inflation, and is also calcuiated by cash fiow over the period of time that the 

developer is involved with a particular project. Considenng the scope of this 

undertaking, this research project does not attempt a full cost analysis, rather it 

focuses only on the initial steps of the developer7s evaluation process. Therefore, the 

ccurban efficiency" tests are used in the comparative analysis. 



Cha~ter 2: Literahire Review 

This chapter identifies d a n  sprawl as king one of the main problems in 

contempomy North Amencan urban planning. The fundamental concerns 

associated with urban sprawl are discussed dong with a brief history of sprawl in 

North America. The concept of sustainable development is then discussed as a 

framework with the potential to guide alternative subdivision design. A definition of 

sustainability is provided dong with its components and includes examples of how 

some municipal govemments are attempting to iategrate urban sustainability into 

planning policy. A section on land use M e r  addresses some of the main problems 

that face today's urban planners and designers. The land use section directs its focus 

towards the segregation and homogeneity that is becoming increasingly prevalent in 

our cities. A section on urban organization addresses these land use concems. 

2.1 Urban S ~ r a w l  

Pior to searching for solutions to our urban problems, it is important to first 

understand what those problems are. An examination into the history of the North 

Amencan suburban evolution may contribute to the comprehension of those 

problems. This section identifies "urban sprawl" as being the main cause of many 

problems in the North American urban environment. Those sprawl-related problem s 

are listed and discwed in section 2.1. I and the history of urban sprawl is examined 

in section 2.1.2. Section 2.1.3 summarizes the discussion on urban sprawl. 



2.1.1 The Problem with Urban SprawI 

Sprawling subdivisions d w o y  the countryside. They resdt in uneconornic, 

inconvenient and ill-servicd communities, block the future, and offer nothing of 

lssting value that cannot be provideci more adequately by orderfy growth. 

Centml Sunich Capitol Region Plrnniag Board 1957 (fmm Van Wet, 1994:12) 

Sprawlsville is flawed because it ova-emphasizes the private, individualized worId at 

the expense of OLK cornons. It provides for pnvate splendor in our houses and 

backyards and in our cars, but public squalor in ow air and mer,  at the uhan fiinge 

as it Mis under the subdivision's bulldozer, in îhe feebIe attempts at community 

which characterize our suburbs, and in our public transport, which is alIowed to mn 

down and become vandalized. 

Newman 1991 (from Roseland, 1992:25) 

These two quotes descnbe the impact that urban sprawl has on the qualig of life 

within our cities and their surrounding regions. These two statements were taken 

four decades apart, suggesting that not much has changed in t h i s  trend of 

development . 

The conventional neighbourhood subdivision has been widely criticized that it 

cannot adequately provide basic conveniences such as local employment, shopping, 

and c o m m ~ t y  facilities (Calthorpe, 1993; Newman, 1991; Wentling & Bookout, 

1988; Real Estate Research Corporation, 1 974). Conventional subdivisions have 

become places of  inconvenience, segregation, and isolation for its residents. They 

are also expensive, exclusive, inaccessible for rnany, and are ecologically 

destructive. These symptoms cm be attributed to the current planning and design 



practices for conventional subdivisions. This kind of urbanism (or more accurately 

'bsuburbanism") has been popularly regarded as ccsprawI". 

Urban sprawl is criticized in three main areas: environmentally, fiscally, and socially. 

Environmentally, urban sprawl resdts in increased auto dependency, which 

translates into higher fuel consumption and higher toxic exhaust emissions. Per 

capita, gasoline consumption is far higher in North America than anywhere else. 

Canadians produce 20 tons of carbon dioxide per person per year in our cities. In 

contrast, Amsterdam produces half that amount (Alcarno, 1990). It is thought that 

this is not attnbuted to larger car sizes or cheaper gas in North America, but rather to 

the compactness of the typical European city form (Newman & Kenworthy, 1989). 

EcologicaIly sensitive and agriculturally productive land is being consumed by urban 

sprawl at an darming rate. Between 1960 and 1990, Kansas City and its suburban 

area increased 29% in population while its developed land area increased 110%. 

Both Chicago and Philadelphia gained 30% in suburban expansion while only 

growing 5% in population. Atlanta, Georgia is perhaps the best example of rapid 

expansion of urban sprawl. In 1990, Atlanta's suburban area stretched 65 miles from 

one end to the other. In 1 997, that distance increased to 1 10 miles across (Anderson 

& Tregoning, 1998). In Canada, suburban growth encroaching into agricultunil 

lands is especially problernatic. Fifty percent of Canada's urban population lives in 

areas having the top 5% of the most productive farmland. Seventy-five percent of al1 

urban growth in Canada occurred on these lands (Russwurm, 1977:47). One 



exarnple of rapid suburban growth in Canada is the City of Calgary, where 99% of its 

population growth to the year 2024 is expected to occur in new suburban areas 

(GoPlan, 1995:2-4). 

Fiscally, planners and municipai govemment. have closely examined urban sprawl 

for its negative impacts. One conclusion fiom a shidy prepared for the U.S. 

Govemment summarized that "sprawl is the most expensive form of residential 

development in terms of economic wsts, environmentai costs, natural resource 

consumption, and many other types of persona1 costs." (Real Estate Research 

Corporation, 1974:7) It is expensive to build and maintain because of its inefficient 

use of land as it relies on an increased use of infrastructure to support it. 

Socially, conventional neighbourhood subdivisions are incompatible with people's 

needs. Local shops and senices are inconvenient, inadequate, or rnissing altogether, 

forcing people to dnve out of the community for basic needs. There is dso social 

exclusion of people fiom neighbourhoods due to insuficient choice of affordable 

housing and mobility- especially for singles, single parents and the elderly 

(Intensification Report, 1994; Land Economics, 1977). To better understand the 

phenornena of sprawl and to explain why conventional subdivisions are still being 

built in the same way despite acknowledging its h d l  effects, it is beneficial to 

examine the origins of urban sprawi. 



2.1.2 Histow of Urban S ~ r a w l  

The problerns with the conventional neighbourhood subdivision are deep-rooted in 

its history. It is widely accepted that sprawl in North America did not take place on a 

grand scale until afler the Second World War. However, it could be argued that the 

preference tu physically spread out was entrenched in the mincis of North Amencans 

long before this. Fotlowing the Second World War, land, resources, and energy was 

abundant and cheap, which contributed to the building of the conventional rirban 

form (Calthorpe, 1993; Wentling & Bookout, 1988). Communities grew fast and 

ineficiently and becarne dependent on extensive inframuchire systems. Cheap 

energy was a major catalyst for urban sprawl, which had an influence on the 

construction of larger homes. Low fuel costs also contnbuted to the dependency on 

the automobile in North America, as it increased separation of the home fiom the 

workplace (Roseland, 1992). Outlying land was made increasingly accessible by 

major highway networks facilitating the population to m e r  disperse into low- 

density subdivisions. But the question remains: Why was there this urge or desire 

move away fkom North Arnerican urban centres? 

Wentling & Bookout (1988) suggest that the roots of the North Amencan psyche 

may play an important d e  in the low-demity patterns that are now prevalent. The 

ongins of this go back to the agrarian era where the lone farmhouse provided the 

idyllic form of tranquillity, open space, and self-sufficiency. The preference for the 



single family detached dwelling is a response to the fiee-standing, independent 

farmhouse. PresentIy, similar studies and trends of consumer choice show that 

Canadians still consider the single W l y  detached home to be the p~ferred dwelIing 

type (Friedman & Cammalleri, 1992). There is aiso evidence that a "reîum-to-the- 

countryside" sentiment was very much a part of the visioning by utopians and 

idealists. Ebenezer Howard's "Garden City" concept embraced rural living while 

rejecting the socioeconomic ills and disparities that faced the industriaiized city at 

the hun of the century (Figure 2-1). The Garden City experiment focused on 

achieving the best qualities of the city (such as employment and recreationai 

opportunities) combined with the best of what the countryside had to offer (such as 

clean air and open spaces). In the early 1900s, attempts were made to apply the 

Garden City concept to new developments located outside major indusrrial cities 

(Letchworth and Welwyn, outside of London, were the first of such developments). 

However, instead of designing a Garden City in full, most of these used only certain 

aspects of the Garden City. Many of these developments adopted its aesthetic 

philosophy (providing abundant landscaped parks, tree-lined streets, and spacious 

lots) without attempting to incorporate any socio-economic aspects that were aiso a 

part of the Garden City movenent (Girling, 1994; Grant, 199 1). The logic behind 

this was motivated by the profit factor. The builders of these developments were 

able to use the Garden City concept as a strong marketing tool while having no 

intentions of carrying out its other socio-economic objectives such as local 



employment or providing an economic base (Watanabe. 1980). As a result, these 

projects turned out to be upscale suburbs rather than successfbl independent centres. 

a:%*%%.&- ail&- 
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Figure 2-1: Ebenezer Howard's Garden City conccptual plan (top) and his "Three Magnet" theory 
(bottom) showing the advantages of a town and country atmosphere. (Source: Yard. 
Streer, Park, 1994:10, 56.) 



Advances in tramportation technology gave rise to new ideas for the North Amencan 

urban landscape. Afkr it was realized how much of an impact the automobile would 

make in people's lives and on the North Amencan landscape, architect Frank Lloyd 

Wright was inspired to offer his utopian vision of the funire in the fom of 

"Broadacre City" in 1934. Wright viewed innovations in transportation to be the 

catalyst for people to mcve out into the wuntryside at extremely low densities. Each 

dwelling unit would be situated on an acre plot where the occupants could grow their 

own food and be relatively self-sufficient (Figure 2-2). Although Broadacre City 

was never implemented, it provided a vision for decentralized land use patterns that 

are common today . 

Figure 2-2: A mode1 of Frank Lloyd Wright's Broadam City (left) and a deuiled dnwing of a typieal 
bousing cluster and allotment (right). (Source: Ynrd. Street, Park, 1994:70, 72) 



FolIowing the Second World War, North America had witnessed a remarkable 

increase in population as young men retuming nom the war started families and took 

advantage of a renewed economy. There was an urgent need to house these new 

families which typically consisted of a mam'ed couple and two or three children- 

The Levittown projects were the first to respond to the growing demand to house the 

p s t  war market The fint Levittown on Long Island, New York offered the 

"Amencan Dream" of purchasing single family detached homes at very af5ordable 

pnces. Its layout, w of land, and design wouid later corne to symbolite the typical 

modem residential subdivision (Figure 2-3). 

Figure 2-3: An neriai view of Levinown, N-Y. in its carlia stages of developrnent. (Source: Y& 
Street, Park 199499.) 



Canada's pst-war suburbs, containing large tracts of parkland and half-acre lots, 

crudety reflected the Garden City and Broadacre City concepts. The conventional 

Canadian subdivision is strongly influenced by the development of Don Mills, 

Ontario. This project signaleci the beginning of large-scale housing developments 

built by large corporations. The influences of Don Mills still exist in business 

practices as well as design feahires (seerningly aimless streets and collecter road 

systems, low residential densities, segregated land uses). The result of the Don Mlls 

project was the subsequent start of Canadian suburbia (Sewell, 1977). 

Wentling & Bookout (1988) state that modem urban f m  can be attributed to the 

history of economies. Following the industrial-based economy in the earlier half of 

the century there surfaced a decentralized service-based economy. This had a 
C 

dramatic effect on urban development patterns in two ways. First, there was a 

marked shifi in new wealth. This resulted in the emergence of the quaternq sector 

(highl y paid, skilled service-based professional jobs) and the tertiary sector (10 wer- 

paying, unskilled senice jobs). Second, the emergence of this new economy 

fûrthered the gap between the social and economic classes. The direct response was 

a sharp increaçe in the demand of single family housing, more people were able to 

own their houses insread of rent, and the density level of residential developments 

dropped rapidly. Higher income eamers physically distanced themselves fiom the 

lower income eamers, migrating from within the city toward the outskirts. This type 

of migration is more cornmon in North Amenca than anywhere else. Sommer (1969) 



contributes his perspective to North Amencan segregation compared to British 

symbolisrn of classes. He states that &le class in England determines who you are, 

in North America it detexmines where you live. There are always exceptions to this 

statement, but for the most part, physical segregation is more prevalent in North 

Amencan society. 

2.1.3 Urbao S~rawl Summary 

Since the post war era, however, much has changed in terms of family size, structure, 

and values. The average family size has decreased and there are more non-mar~ied 

and single-parent households. The once "'typical" family of manied couples with 

children and one income eamer now represents only 17% of  al1 Canadian families 

(CMHC, 1990). Current housing stock in conventional communities does not 

adequately accommodate these demographic trends, and yet they continue to be built 

sirnilarly as they were following the Second World War. Calthorpe (1993:lS) 

acknowledges this fundamental demographic shifl as the primary source of mismatch 

between the resident and the comrnunity: 

We are using planning strategies that are forty years o1d and no longer relevant to 

today's culture. Our household make-up has c-ed dramatically, the workplace and 

workforce has b e n  transformed, rcal w d t h  has shrunk, and scrious environmental 

conccrns have surfaceci. But we are stiU building World War 11 suburbs as if h i l i e s  

were Iarge and bad oniy one breadwinner- 



A brief histoxy of &an sprawl has identified the main catalysts for North Americans 

to migrate fiom urban centres to the exurban ninges. These main catalysts are: 

The pursuit of the "American Dream was a part of the North Amencan psyche, 

and the single family home in the countryside was envisioned as a place of 

tranquillity. open space, and self-sufficiency. The Garden City and Broadacre 

City concepts reflected the strong retum-to-the-country sentiment; 

Innovations in transportation technology made far places accessible, making it 

easier for people to spread out farther than ever before. n i e  Broadacre City 

concept was very conscious of t h i s ;  

Land, energy, and construction costs were relatively inexpensive following the 

Second World War (partially due to large housing developments, such as 

Levittown and Don Mills. built by large corporations). This was significant 

because it provided affordable housing to the middle class whom comprised the 

majority of the population; 

There was a change in the structure of econornies with the emergence of the new 

quaternary sector, which made it possible to acquire more individual wealth. 

This subsequently increased the gap between classes, which resulted in the 

segregation and homogeneity of residential areas. Inner cities became ghettoized 

as wealthier populations moved to sulillrban areas. 

The result of the urban-to-suburban movement had a profound effect on the basic 

design elements of the neighbourhwd. Conventional residential developments are 



characterized by a common list of conventional features (Anderson & Tregoning, 

1998; Condon, 1996; Girling, 1994; Van Vliet, 1994; Calthorpe, 1993; Roseland, 

1992; Lozano, 1990; Wentling & Bookout, 1988). These typical features of 

conventional neighbourhoods may include: 

Limited variety of housing types; 

Local commercial conveniences located outside of development (usually in a 

stnp ma11 on artenal routes); 

Low residential densities; 

No particular adherence to site planning or local ecology; 

Planned as separate individual entities; minimal co~ec t ions  to adjoining 

neighbourhoods; 

Carsriented design; little consideration for the pedemian; 

Non-linear, winding Street system; 

Very hi& proportion of pnvate space compared to public space. 

There is an obvious need to examine alternative models for urban development. The 

current problems that exist in urban centres across North America will persist if 

conventional development practices continue. This research project examines the 

concept and principles of sustainability as the basis for an alternative to conventional 

urban development. 



2.2 Sustainabilitv 

To counter the problems of conventional communities, North Amencan planners and 

municipal govemments are increasingly examining the principles of sunainable 

development to guide urban growth (Calgary, Surrey, BC, and Davis, CA are a few 

examples). Although sustainable development is becoming more recognized and 

popular among planning and design professionals, there are very few exampies of 

implementation. The sustainable development concept is relatively new and both the 

general public and developers are largely unaware of its potential. The tems 

"sustainable development" and "sustainability" will be defined and discussed here to 

gain understanding of the concept and its characteristics. 

2.2.1 Definine Sustainable Develo~ment and Sustainabilitv 

The most recognized and accepted simple definition of sustainable development 

cornes nom the fiequently quoted Our Commun Future (1987) by the World 

Commission on Environment and Developrnent (WCED). Formed by the United 

Nations, the WCED set out to examine and raise the awareness of the impacts that 

industrialization and development have had on the environment The report cailed 

for a more sustainable approach toward development to decrease its globally hamiful 

effects. The report defines sustainable development as "meeting the needs of the 

present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own 

needs". This document was especially sigmficant to those who already supported the 



sustainable development movement because it had given international and political 

credibility to a concept that many had embraced years before. 

The term "sustainability" implies that the needs of a population and the flow of 

resources needed to support that population are to be brought into a dynamic balance. 

There is a common confusion with "sunainable development" and the ternis 

"sustainable growth" and "sustainable use". Roseland (1992) suggests that these 

ternis have been used interchangeably as if each meant the same thing. He refers to 

the International Union for Conservation of Nature (WCN, 1991) to point out that 

"sustainable growth" is a contradiction of terms since nothing physically cm grow 

indefinitely, while the terni "'sustainable use" is oniy applicable to renewable 

resources k ing  used at a renewable rate. Some also mistakenly use the term 

"sustainable development" to simply mean either economic growth or environmental 

protection, when in fact it more accurately refers to economic development that 

stresses the importance of environmental quality and the conservation of natural 

assets (Pearce, 199 1). Grant (1 993) suggests that "sustanable developrnent implies 

adaptation and improvement in a context where comrnunities seek to protect naturd 

process and landscape and to conserve resources for fuhve generations" (eom Van 

Vliet, 1994:25). While many people envision sustainable development as a means to 

"'protect" the environment, Roseland (1992:7) states this requires economic and 

social change to reduce the need for environmental protection. 



Sustainable development has an urbm context The concept of sustainable urban 

deveIopment urges us to restore our living environments to a healthy and 

ecologically sensitive state. This extends to creating new models of urban 

development in which our environment is cared for (Perks & Van Vliet, 19945). 

For Richardson (1989:14), sustainable urban development is "a process of change in 

the built environment that fosters ewnomic development while consenring resources 

and promoting the h d t h  of the individual, the cornmunity, and the ecosystern 

(recognizing that the urban environment cannot be separated fiorn the region of 

which it is a part)". From this, we c m  recognize that in the urban context, 

sustainable development includes the importance of the individual and the 

community. Therefore, sustainability aIso implies "improving the quality of human 

life while stnving to live within the canying capacity of the supporting ecosystern" 

(Perks & Van Vliet, 19945). 



2.2.2 Characteristics of Sustainability 

Regardless of the wntinuing debate over specific definitions of sustainable 

development, there is a consensus that it must include three components- 

environmental, economic, and social- which are closely linked (IUCN, 1991; 

Richardson, 1989; WCED, 1987). These three components are identified in d o n  

2.1.1 of this document as king  the main areas of criticism for urban sprawl. The 

success of s-nable urban developments relies on the integration of îhese three 

components (Figure 24).  The characteristics of the three components are considered 

in more detail. 

Figure 2-4: The relationship between the thne components of sustainability. 



EmironmentaI: Sustainability may be misinterpreted as "greening" the area by 

reîuming the built environment back to a natural state. Such a transition could never 

be accomplished since it is impossible for people to live on the planet without 

altering the environment (MacNeill, 199 1). Sustainability is rooted primarily in the 

ecology of natural systems, thus advocating that preservation and protection of the 

ecosystem is the prï- consideration upon which planning decisions should be 

made- 

Economic: To achieve social equity within the neighbourhood, afTordable housing 

for different income groups and family types should be provided. A key to 

affordability is keeping development costs to a minimum. lncreasing densities and 

maximizing land use eficiency can achieve this. In the late 1960s and early 1970s 

there was a strong push fiom municipal govemments and planning associations to 

explore alternative subdivision designs to enhance the availability of affordable 

housing and to conserve energy consumption and land use. A series of studies were 

conducted in the United States, Canada, and Australia in the 1980s that focused on 

the affordability of planned communities having higher densities. These cost 

comparative shidies between conventional neighbourhoods with lower densities and 

alternative designs having higher densities reported cost savings of $4,000 to 

$10,000 per housing unit for the alternative designs (Van Vliet, 1994: 1 1). ALthough 

sustainable neighbourhoods are yet to be built in North America, there is evidence of 

interest for more economically sustainable measures of development in the form of 



"infrastructure efficiency", which includes smaller lot sizes, reduced right-of-ways, 

and reduced setbacks (Marshall Macklin Momghan Ltd., 1995). 

Social: Equal accessibility by providing affordable housing is a key feahue for the 

social component of wban sustainability. Therefore, the use of demographic data in 

community planning becomes essential to respond to the diverse nature of local 

populations. Housing, and the community in general, should be able to adapt to 

different life cycles and changes in lifestyles. A socially sustainable neighbourhood 

is one that is physicaily and culturally diverse and should also provide its residents 

with local employment opporîunities if possible. 

2.2.3 Exam~les of Sustainable Policv 

Few Canadian municipal govemments have adopted a sustainable urban 

development approach. Among those that are attempting it, there are close 

similarhies in the definitions of the components of sustainability and their 

characteristics. These characteristics help clarify and guide the desired outcome of 

new community development. Guidelines for Metro Toronto and the City of Calgary 

are considered here to contribute to the understanding of the t h e  components of 

sustainability. The Metroplitan Toronto Planning Department lists its Components 

for the Livable Metropolis (199 1) as: 



Emtironmental Inregris. clean air, soil and water, and a variety of species 

and habitats are maintained through practices that ensure sustainability 

over a long term; 

Economic VitaIzty: a broadly based, cornpetitive economy responsive to 

changing circumstances and able to attract new investments so that 

opportunities for employment and investrnent will be available in both the 

short and the long term; 

Social WelZ-Being: safety and health as well as equitable access to 

housing, regional, community, and neighbourhood services and 

recreational and cultural activities. 

There is a close similarity between the Metro Toronto statement and that of 

Calgary's Susminable Suburbs Bue (1995) which advocates that communities need 

to be more responsible: 

EnvzronmenfaZZ': comrnunities are designed to minimize air, water, and 

soil pollution, reduce resource consumption and waste, and protect natural 

systems that support life; 

Fiscal&: the cost of building, operating, and maintaining new 

communities and their supportive infiastructure and seMces are 

affordable, having regard to other spending priorities, and wilI not 

becorne a burden on fuhue generations; 
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2.2.4 Sustainsbilitv Summaw 

Achieving the objectives of sustainable development on a global scale is dependent 

upon the progress of implementing ~ ~ n a b i l i t y  at the community or local level. 

The focus of this project, therrfore, is at the neighbourhood level. There are a few 

points about sustainable development that need clarification. Sustainability is not 

attainable wi thin today ' s perceived social, psychological, and material "needs". 

Sustainability, in its most literal definition, applies only to the use of renewable 

resources being used within rates of renewable capacity. Therefore, cornplete urban 

sustainability is impossible to achieve based on current global rates of renewable 

resource consumption (Rees, 1992). With this taken under consideration, the 

alternative concept presented in this project will strive to achieve a design concept 

guided by principles of sustainable developmenr. Developen, municipal 

govemments and the public are unlikely to accept the concept of sustainable 

development without first becoming farniliar with it. This research project intends to 

introduce sustainable development as a fint incremental step for alternative design. 

Such an approach on its own cannot solve contemporary urban problems, but the 

atternpt may provoke thought towards changing current urban development practices. 



2.3 Land Use: Addressine Seerepation and Homoeeneitv 

Before a viable solution for subdivision design can be attempted, it is first necessary 

to focus on an important issue. A crÎtical task for the planner is to estabIish a 

coherent land use pattern for the neighbourhood. Land use planning organizes areas 

into functional segments typically as residentiai, commercial, recreational, industrial, 

and institutional. Segregation of land use means to physically distance different land 

use types from each other, thus making the fiuiction of each built area homogeneous 

(having the same fûnction). The lack of strong land use guidelines (Le. zoning) can 

give developers the freedom to build residentid projects without restrictions. 

According to Lozano (1990) this is what we are currently experiencing in our 

subdivisions. He argues that ill-conceived land use practices in conventional 

developments have resulted in segregation and homogeneity. 

Segregation and homogeneity create specialization. The more an entity becomes 

specialized, the less it is able to adapt to changing situations, such as a demographic 

shift in homebuyers or a drastic change in the local economy (Lozano, 1990; Odum, 

1969; Boulding, 1968). Homogeneity is synonymous with physical and social 

monotony in urban areas, restricting residents in choice of housing types. 

Segregation and homogeneous land uses contribute to the degradation of the 

environmental and economic spheres as well. hi a North American usban wntext, 

spatial separation has a strong link with segregation of land uses. Large areas of land 



are used to accommodate isolated and specialized uses spread out across the regional 

landscape. This approach of development is expensive because it uses land 

inefficiently and requires the extended usage of infkastructure. Ecologically sensitive 

areas are disrupted to accommodate this kind of development. 

If we acknowledge the need for change in the way we build our comrnunities, and if 

we accept that the problem derives fiom p r  land use practices, then it is our 

responsibility to seek a better approach. While design alone cannot achieve such an 

approach, it cm provide an incremental step toward more innovative methods. 

2.4 Kevs to Urban Organization 

Sustainable urban development presents a starting point in providing a set of guiding 

pnnciples for community building. The next challenge is to respond to those 

principles by establishing a set of keys for community organization. Community 

organization in th is  sense refers to the physical pattern of development. 

Following the Second World War, certain characteristics that made communities 

successful and livable were disappearing. Social diversity, a strong nucleus, and 

higher residential densities were key featws of older neighbourhoods, but were 

largely ignored during the development of conventional communities (Lozano, 

1990). These key features are utilized in this research project to develop the adopted 



prïnciples of urban organhtion. Each of these keys is explained in M e r  detail 

below. 

2.4.1 Diversitv 

Eugene Odum (1969:265) asks the question "is variety ody  the spice of life or is it 

the necessity for a long life of the total ecosystem comprising of man and nature?" 

By diversifjmg land use in subdivisions, choice is re-established in the social realm. 

Populations in North American urban areas consist of a variety of different cultures, 

ethnic backgrounds, and social structures. It should follow that a diverse 

environment would accommodate such a diversity of people. Diversity allows for 

flexibility and for a community to be better adapted to changing situations. This is 

not to Say that the goal of social diversity should be enforced upon the residents, but 

measures should be taken to at least provide the oppomuiity for the citizen to make 

that choice. Establishing diverse neighbourhoods cm be achieved by establishing a 

mix of different housing types (e-g. single family and multi-family) and land uses 

(e.g. residential, commercial, recreational). 

2.4.2 Nucleus 

Kenneth Boulding's book Beyond Econornics (1968:74) identifies the first universal 

law of growth as the p ~ c i p l e  of nucleation or critical mas.  This States that any 

structure shodd have a minimum size, that k i n g  its nucleus. Once the nucleus is 



established, additions to the structure can be made, Additions around the nucleus 

usually consist of a different character and nature than that of its nucleus. This is 

because heterogeneuus nucleation has the necessary wmplexity to start a sustained 

growth process. Towns and villages of colonial North America and in the later era of 

national expansion clearly showed the development of a strong nucleus. Only after 

critical mass was established did growth around it occur (Lozano, 1990). However, 

since the p s t  war era, many commuriities have been built as single-funciional 

subdivisions, mostly for the purpose of profit and engineering convenience. As a 

resulr, these subdivisions never tumed into true communities. Neighbourhood 

vitality can be improved with the re-introduction of a central core or a 

neighbourhood node that becomes the focal area of comrnunity activityl. 

2.4.3 Densitv 

The forces behind sprawl are vaned and complex and have deeprooted contexts. 

These powefil forces should not be ignored when designing an alternative 

subdivision. Imposing dramatic changes on the public would likely be met with very 

strong opposition. Change is more likely to occur if new ideas are gradually 



introduced and proved successful. Acceptance may rely on the developers and their 

marketing abilities, and consumer preferences. There is evidence that consumer 

trends are shifting. Today's homebuyer considers lifestyle to be just as important as 

purchashg a home. Conveniences and increased leisure tirne are growing pnonties. 

as the homebuyer is becoming increasingly willing to trade in extra private space for 

added convenience (to be closer to shopping, work, and recreation). Thus, there is a 

space-for-time tradeoff because of a growing willingness to accept higher densities in 

exchange for the advantages of community living (Bosselmann, 1998; Wentling & 

Bookout, 1988). A compact urban form is essential for the viability of local services 

when certain density thresholds are achieved (see 4.2.1.3). The use of various 

housing types utilizes different lot sizes and, in effect, cm increase the residential 

density while providing choice to the consumer. Affordability would also increase 

due to lower development costs. Furthemore, a development could conceivably 

establish the same number of dwelling units on a site while conserving more land for 

open space and natural areas. 

2.4.4 Urban Ornanizatioo Summaw 

The three keys of urban organization- divenity, nucleus, and density- share an 

interdependent relationship. Heterogeneous land uses should exist within a 

neighbourhood and at its core. Diversiîy has a direct correlation with density as both 

combine to create choices in afSordable housing. Viability of nucleation in the 



community can only work when densities have reached acceptable thresholds that 

support services. Diversification, nucleation, and intensification provide a general 

structural guide for neighbourhood organization, which may compliment the 

sustainable framework quite effectively. 

2.5 Literature Review S u m m a w  

The literature review examined urban sprawl, focusing on the problems that sprawl 

has caused and iîs history in North Amenca. Urban sprawl was identified as a 

detriment to community development in the aspects of environrnental, economic, and 

social issues. A history of urban sprawl in North America revealed it was mainly 

attributed to the pursuit of the "Amexican Drearn", advances in transportation 

technology, cheap and abundant energy and land, and a shifi in economic structure. 

The urban sprawl section concludes with a kt of characteristics commonly identified 

in typical conventional communities. This list is used for the site selection in this 

research project. Sustainable development, sustainability, and sustainable urban 

development were defined and discussed for a basis of an alternative approach to 

neighbourhood design. The concept of sustainability focuses on the integration of 

three components- environmental, economic, and social. These components 

compliment those aspects that are negatively afTected in conventionai developments. 

The principles of sustainable development guide the design in this research project. 

Land use issues were addressed. Segregation and hornogeneity were identified as 



two cornmon characteristics that resulted 60m poor land use pIanning practices in 

conventional communities. Segregated and homogeneous developments are 

specialized entities. Specialization limits the ability to adapt or respond to changing 

situations, reduces housing choices and affordability, and creates monotony within a 

neighbourhood. The literature review also identified diversity, nucleus, and density 

as king the three keys for urban organization Each of these was discussed 

individualfy, addressing concems associated witb conventional developments. 

Diversity, nucleus, and density comprise the organizing pnnciples for the alternative 

design. The next chapter describes the project's methodology, the procedures, and 

the techniques used to collect information. 



Chaoter 3: Methodolom 

This research project undertakes the re-design of a conventional neighbourhood 

subdivision to produce an alternative concept. This chapter explains how the re- 

design and the subsequent comparative analysis betwveen the conventional plan and 

the alternative concept were approached. The idea of the redesign is attnbuted to 

the Edgemont II study (Perks et. al., 1996), in which a redesign of a conventional 

residential community in Calgary was undertaken using the principles of sustainable 

development. The study compared land use distribution. housing types, and 

population profiles between the conventional and alternative schemes. Section 3.1 

reviews the procedures taken for this research project and includes the techniques 

used for information gathering and synthesis. 

3.1 Procedure and Techniques 

This section explains the approach taken for the re-design and the comparative 

analysis between the conventional plan and the alternative concept. Each step of this 

project's alternative concept is listed in sub-sections. These sub-sections are titled 

"IdentiQ Conventional Features", "The Site Selection", "The Developer's 

Rationale", "Establish Planning Pnnciples", "Establish Design Responses", "The 

Re-Design", and 'The Comparative Adysis". Information gathering techniques are 

included in each sub-section. 



3.1.1 Identifi. Conventional Features 

The list of typical conventional features presented in the wban sprawl summary (see 

section 2.1.3) is used in this research project to identie a suitable site for the re- 

design. That list is reinstated here. 

Limited variety of housing types; 

Local commercial conveniences located outside of development (usually in a 

strip mal1 on artenal routes); 

Low residential densities; 

No particular adherence to site planning or local ecology; 

Planned as separate individual entities; minimal connections to adjoining 

neighbourhoods; 

Car-oriented design; little considenition for the pedestrian; 

Non-linear, winding Street sy stem; 

Very high proportion of private space compared to public space. 

3.l.Z Site Selec tion 

Select a residential neighbourhood subdivision containing typical conventional 

features. The search for the conventionai site was carried out by reviewing city maps 

and dnving through various neighbourhoods. The developer of the selected 

subdivision was then contacted. 



3.1.3 The Develo~er's Rationale 

Determine the developer's rationale for planning and designing the conventional 

subdivision to gain insight into the City's approval process. This information was 

obtained by reviewing documents and written correspondence between the developer 

and various City departrnents such as Land Development, Parks and Recreation, 

Works and Operations, Streets and Transportation, Transit, and the Planning 

Department Initial interviews were also set up with the site's developer. The 

discussion evolved around the main question "what was the reasoning behind 

Royalwood's design?"2 

3.1.4 Estabtish Planning Princi~les 

The alternative concept is based on the following set of planning pnnciples: guiding, 

organizing, layout, and content. Each of these principles are explained in m e r  

detail. 

3.1.4.1 Guiding Principles 

The alternative concept reflects the principles of sustainability and sustainable urban 

development, focusing on the environmental, economic, and social components. 

These three components are incorporated into the decision-making of the redesign. 

The guiding principles of the re-design focus on: 



Enviromenta1 Responîibility: The altemative neighbo~hood concept should 

achieve a synthesis between the built areas and its natural surroundings. 

Development practices should have minimal impact on Iocal ecosysterns. 

Conservation, enhancement, and protection of natural fatures and habitats are 

strongly encouraged; 

Economical Efjicncy: The alîernative neighbourhood concept should 

incorporate efficient fom, design, and layout of land uses. The intent is to 

minimize the construction and maintenance of infiastructure and improve the 

deIivery of services, resulting in lower development and housing costs; 

Social VitaZity: The alternative neighbourhood concept should provide affordable 

housing choices to accommodate various individuals and families, provide its 

residents with public places and spaces for social interaction, and provide local 

conveniences and opporiunities for employment. 

3.1.4.2 Oreanizine Principles 

The alternative concept adopts the foIlowing pnnciples of urban organization (see 

section 2.4) to achieve a desired fom that compliments the guiding principles: 

Dntersity: The alternative neighbourhood concept shodd provide a variety of 

dwelling types. Divenity in the housing stock provides fiordable choices to 

different family stmctures, sizes, and incorne levels. There should also be 

diversity in land uses. Reducing segregation and homogeneity of housing and 



land use allows the neighbourhood to becorne more adaptable to changing 

situations; 

Nucleus: The alternative neighbourhood concept should provide a neighbourhood 

'bde"  or focal area to provide local seMces andor activities (shops, daycare, 

and community facilities) for the convenience of its residents. This node should 

be centrally located within the neighbourhood to increase the accessibility of 

pedestrians and be connected with oîher amenities and activities (schools, open 

areas, and playgrounds); 

Demiîy: The alternative neighbourhood concept should have an efficient, 

compact fom to minimize development and housing costs (by using less 

infrastructure), to maintain thresholds of viability for local services such as retail 

and public transit (if applicable), and to preseme natural areas. Higher densities 

are achieved by using van-ous housing types and lot sizes, and by reducing the 

width of public right-of-ways. 

3.1.4.3 Lavout Princi~les 

The fom and orientation of the alternative concept responds to physical and natural 

features w i t h  and surrounding the site. Development should only take place within 

areas that are considered to be non-productive or having littie ecological value. The 

intent is that the neighbourhood's design responds to contextuai considerations such 

as site characteristics (vegetation, wet!a.nds, topography) and weather (wind and sun 



angles). A site analysis based on Lynch (1962) was undertaken to gather pertinent 

&ta, which included: 

Field NIvestigotions of the site at different times of the year to observe and 

identiQ vegetation, wetlands, drainage, topography, and adjacent land uses. 

Observations were aided by photographs and field sketches. A study of the 

Seine River corridor was consulted for information on the site's quality of 

natural habitat and to obtain a complete inventory of plant and animal species 

for that area (see appendix A); 

Key informant interviews were conducted with the City's Superintendent of 

Technological Services to discuss the issues of drainage and the composition of 

soils in the Winnipeg area (îhis was necessary since soi1 tests are not required 

by the developer when building residential subdivisions). Questions included 

" k a s  there a soi1 analysis for Royalwood?" and "what are the soi1 and drainage 

characteristics for Royalwood and for the Winnipeg region?"; 

Weather ciara was utilized for studying local climatic conditions, including 

average winter temperatures, wind fiequency and velocity, and sun angles; 

Maps were consulted to determine topography and adjacent land uses. 



3.1.4.4 Content Princinles 

The content principles in the alternative concept reflect population and housing 

profiles of the city and the region. Demographic chia should determine the mix of 

housing stock. Citywide and regional socio-economic data should establish housing 

types (Le. single family dwellings, rowhouses, and apartments) and tenure (Le. 

owned and rented dwe~ l in~s )~ .  n e  ten census tracts surrounding the site (shown on 

the map in appendùc C-2) are included in the regional profile. Al1 demographic data 

is fiom Statistics Canada (199 1). The profile categories include: 

Family size Age distribution 

Family structure Housing by type 

Household income Housing by tenue 

3.1.5 Establish Desien Responses 

The alternative concept is based on a set of design responses (or guidelines). The 

responses are the result of the following approach, which is presented in section 4.2 

of this document: 

The Toronto neighbourhood of S~Lawrence used a similar strategy fm its houshg mix Ont of the 
neighbouhood's main goals was to create housing for aii income groups, partkularly for low and d e r a t e  
mcomes. To achievc t h ,  the ntighbornhood included difïertnt houshg tcnure and types ~ccocding to local 
housing profiles (Hrilchmdci, 1984). 



1. Identify the design topics to be considered. Each sub-section in section 4.2 

represents a 'Design Consideration" topic. These topics represent alternative 

features in the redesign. The topics include "Urban 0rgaZ1iZationT7, "'Urban 

Ecology", ""DraiMge", c'Climate", L"Connections", "'Housing Mx", "'Pedestrian 

Access", and "'Urban Efficiency"; 

2. State the objective@) for each topic. An "Objective(s)" statement is made for 

each design consideration, which pronounces the desired vision for the 

al ternative concept; 

3. IdentiQ the issues involved for each topic. The "'Issues" statement recognizes the 

main points relating to each design consideration; 

4. List any observations relevant to the topic. "Observations" are listed for each 

design consideration (when applicable) and may include site observations and'or 

documented data; 

5. Discuss information relevant to the topic. The "Discussion" paragaph 

introduces and considers alternative approaches for each design consideration; 

6.  EstabIish design responses pertaining to each topic. The "Design Responses" are 

a set of design guidelines that are applied in the alternative concept. The design 

responses address a topic's objectives while acknowledging the contextual 

considerations of the site. 



3.1.6 The Re-desien A ~ ~ r o a c h  

Undertake a re-design of the selected site using the stated planning principles and 

design responses. Assume that the re-design occurs at the predevelopment stage 

(Le. before 1992). In other words, the alternative concept is to be planned and 

designed according to the site conditions prior to present development, which had 

cleared the site of trees and has undergone exîensive land grading. Determine the 

site's feaîures and characteristics at the ? h e  of pre-development Thi-s tark was 

aided by the use of aerial photographs of the site (circa 1990) supplied by the City's 

Planning Department. These photographs show the location of significant tree stands 

that are no longer present. The alternative concept includes the requirements 

designated by the City (see section 4.3.1), which are often specified under a 

development agreement before the start of construction. These subdivision 

requirements include such things as park dedication, right-of-way regulations, 

arterial routes, retention ponds, and schools. The requirements were obtained 

through a review of the Land Development Department's Dmelopment Agreement 

Purameters (1989) and correspondence with the developer. 



3.1.7 The Com~arative Analvsis 

A comparative analysis between the conventional plan and the alternative concept 

was undertaken to display land use distribution and detemine "'urban eficiency". It 

is standard procedure for the developer to rely on two "urban efficiency" tests. They 

are the "fiontage-to-services ratio" tes? and the "fiontage per developable acre yield" 

test. Each test is explained here in more detail! 

The bbfiontage-to-seMces ratio" test is arrived at by fint calculating the total length 

of saleable ffontage (which is taken 40 feet nom the edge of the street right-of-way 

(R.O.W.) and inciudes residential areas, commercial areas, and schools). The total 

length of salable frontage is then divided by the total length of services (or 

infrastructure, represented by the centreline of the R.O.W.). The resulting number 

value represents the "efficiency" ratio (Figure 3-1). Higher numbers are considered 

to represent a more "efficient" development. Using this rnethod, the highest possible 

value is 2.0. This is achievable only by having a street or a number of paralle1 streets 

without intersections, and h a k g  saleable frontage extending along both sides of 

those streets for their entire length. Intersecting roads decrease the value, as Lot sides 

are not considered to be saleable frontage. The developer's generally acceptable 

lirnit is 1.3 for a residential development. Although non-saleable areas such as parks 

cari resuit in lower ratio values, they can increase property values because of their 

aesthetic qualities. 



Total Frontage: 200 R x 2 = 400 ft. 
Total Senices: 200 fi. 

400 ft. = 2.0 frontage-to-services n t i o  - 
Zoo fi. 

T d  Frontage: 150 A, x 4 = 600 ft. 
Total Senices: 250 fi. + 150 A. + 150 A, - SSO ft. 

Example dimensions: Lot sizes = 50 A. width x 100 A. length; Street R.O.W. width = 50 A. 

Figure 3-1 : Examples of the "f?ontage-to-services ratio" tests. The highest level of "eficiency" is 
experienced when a street has sateable fkontage dong both sides of its entire length (left). 
ï h e  "efficiency" level drops darply when intersections are added (right). (T3awing by 
Mark Spence.) 

The "frontage per developable acre yield" test detexmines a generd "eficiency" rate 

for a proposed subdivision design. The test divides the total saleable frontage by the 

total developable acreage within a site. The resulting number represents the saleable 

frontage in linear footage per acre. It is considered that higher numbers result in a 

more "efficient" development. Calculations of the two "uiban eficiency" tests are 

applied to both wnventional and alternative schemes in section 4.4.2. 



Cha~ter 4: The Alternative Conce~t 

This chapter is divided into four sections. The first section introduces the site 

selected for the redesign. The second section identifies the topics for alternative 

design considerations and establishes a list of design responses. The third section 

includes an illustration of the alternative concept and lists its features. The last 

section of this chapter is the comparative analysis behveen the conventional plan and 

the aItemative concept. 

4.1 The Conventionai Site 

This section is divided into three sub-sections. The first identifies the site selected 

for the re-design and provides a descriptive list of features that either exist or are 

planned for the site. The second sub-section explains the reasons for the selection 

and includes a list of conventional features located within the site. The third sub- 

section reviews the developer's rationale for how the site was planned and designed. 

4.1.1 Site Setectioo: Rovalwood, Winni~eg 

The site selected for the re-design is the neighbourhood subdivision of Royalwood, 

located on the urban f i g e  in southeast Winnipeg (Map 4-1). The 180-acre site is 

situated between Bishop Grandin Blvd. to the no& (Figure 4-l), the CPR Emerson 

rail line to the east (Figure 4-2), John Bruce Rd. to the south (Figure 4-3), and the 

Seine River to the West (Figure 44). Map 4-2 displays the land uses surrounding 

Royalwood. Map 4-3 is a land use plan of Royalwood. The existing and proposed 
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features of Royalwood are listed here. (Note: Construction on the finai phases of 

development was still ongoing. Au- 1998.) 

Total number of housing UZLits is 650. Almost exclusively single family 

detached homes. Lot sizes vary, averaging around 6000 sq. fi. There is a 3- 

acre site containing 26 multi-family dwellings at the Bishop Grandin entrante; 

A 3-acre commercial site is Iocated adjacent to the multi-family site; 

There is greenspace almg the entire le@ of the Seine River comdor. A 

paved cycling/walking path extends along this comdor, 

A Cacre elementary school site is to be built adjacent to a park; 

A seven-acre storrn water retention Iake; 

The main arterial road R.O.W. width is 106 ft. (32m.), residential Street 

R.O. W.s are 60 ft. (1 8m.). Also has cul-du-sacs, bays (or crescent streets) and 

roadside indentations (called "eyebrows"); 

Landscaped b a e r  along Bishop Grandin. 



Map 4-1: A context rnap of Winnipeg showing the location of the Royalwood site. (Redrawn nom a 
City of Winnipeg map.) 

Map 4-2: Regional map showing land use around Royalwood. (Source: Sherlock's city map of 
Winnipeg, 1 996.) 



Figure 4-1: Looking noah fiom Royalwood towards Bishop Grandin Blvd. Land use dong this 
thoroughfare is restricted because the Street R 0 . W .  inchdes a power line corridor. 
(Photo by Mark Spence.) 

Figure 4-2: View Born Royalwood looking e s t  across the CPR Emerson railroad tracks towards the 
open play field in the neighbourhood of Island Lakes. (Photo by Mark Spence.) 



Figure 4-3: Looking south ftom Roydwood. On the other side of John Bruce Rd. are mai lots and 
agricultural Iand that Ladco owns and plans to develop in the fhture. (Photo by Mark 
Spence.) 

Figure 4-4: The Seine River borders Royalwood to the west. (Photo by Mark Spence.) 



The Conventional Plan of Rovalwood 

Le~end 

O Single Family Residentiai 

@ Commercial A 
@ School N 
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@ Forest 

e Lake 

Scale 1:7500 

Map 4-3: The conventional plan of Royalwood. (Source: Redrawn fiom a Ladcm Co. Ltd. plan.) 



4.1.2 Reasons for Site Selection 

The site was chosen for two main reasons. First, Royalwoud represents a typical 

conventional neighbourhood subdivision in Winnipeg. The following is a list of the 

conventional features of Royalwood, according to the criteria compiled in the 

Iiterature review (section 2.1.3). 

LacR of diversity resulting in exclusion Upon completion of dwelopment, 96% 

of Royalwood's housing dock will comprise of single family units. The 

developer's initial target was to build homes for the $140,000-160,000 market 

range, which in effect excludes a large segment of Winnipeg's population fiom 

having the choice to live there. 

Designzng wifltout a neighbourhood fucus. The Royalwood plan does not 

provide a focal area where social functions and other opportunities for public 

interaction can occur. It is difficult to establish a sense of community without 

these features. 

LOW residential densiy for urban neighbourhood. Net density yield (nurnber of 

units divided by residential acreage) for Royalwood is approximately 6 units per 

acre. Higher residential densities are needed to increase land use efficiency, 

which minimizes development wsts, and to make local services (such as public 

transit and commercial activities) more viable. For ewnple, the minimum 

density needed to support a small store is at lest  12 dwelling units per acre 

(Lynch, 1962: 147). Density thresholds are further explained in section 4.1.2.3. 



4. A disregard of natural feahrres or contextual considerations. The plannihg and 

design of Royalwood was done without considering site characteristics, such as  

local ecology. Prior to development, the site wntained at least three woodland 

groves and a srnall seasonal wetland. These features provide habitat for both 

animal and plant species. However, development in Royalwood has destroyed 

most of these features rather than incorporating them into the design. Contextual 

considerations such as weather and climate factors were also neglected 

5.  Weak connecfions to adjacent neighbowhooak. The plan does not establish any 

obvious links to features or places outside of its boundary. For example, the play 

field in neighbouring Island Lakes to the east presents a good opportunity to 

adjoin public space, such as a school, to Royalwood. This was attempted in 

earlier Royalwood design concepts, however, it was discouraged by the City's 

Parks and Recreation Department (a m e r  explanation is provided in section 

4.1.3). 

6.  LncR ofcornideraiion for the pedesrrian environment. Royal wood's main road is 

the only street that has sidewalks. However, the main road has minimal 

residential frontage facing the street with a six-foot high fence extending dong 

most of its sides, separating the sidewalk fiom the houes. This results in a 

sterile pedestrian environment. Residential streets do not have sidewalks, forcing 

people to walk on the streets and compromising their safety. The lack of 

sidewalks in the subdivision c m  be attributed to minimizing development costs. 



There is a paved walkingkycling path that nins the length of the Seine %ver 

within the subdivision with two connecring pathways to residentid areas. 

7. C o n z i n g  Street system There is no obvious pattern in Royalwood's street 

system. The scattered orientation of the roadways plus the bays and culdu-sacs 

give the subdivision a mate-like character which may be confusing, especially to 

the Msiting motorist or pedestrian. 

8. LPck of pubk spuce. The total amount of greenspace in Royalwood is 

approximately 22 acres or about 12% of the subdivision's total area. Landscaped 

or bbactive7' parkland accounts for 14 acres of total greenspace. There is no 

apparent attempt in the plan to establish connections between these areas. 

The second reason for selecting Royalwood as the site for this research project is due 

to the cooperation provided by the developer. Ladco Company Limited and its 

Manager of Land Developrnent, Mr. Ken Oblik, have been cooperative in lending 

technical support by providing various maps and plans of the site and supplying 

various forms of data for the information-gathenng process. Mr. Oblik also provided 

guidance for the "urban efficiency" tests used in the comparative analysis of this 

proj ect. 



4.1.3 The Rationale of RovaIwood 

This section explains the reasoning behind Ladco's decisions on the pl-ng and 

design of Royaiwood. The purpose here is to obtain an understanding of the 

approval process for subdivisions in winnipeg.' 

The Plan in Generai: Various City departments such as Parks and Recreation, Streets 

and Transportation, Works and Operations and others must first scrutinize al1 

subdivision proposds and recommend changes. M e r  each department has made 

their recommendations, the resulting design no longer resembles the original 

concept. The effect is that new subdivisions in Winnipeg have similar 

characteristics. The approval process of Royalwood is a good example of this. The 

original Royalwood concept contained an interconnecting park system that included 

a pedestrian network and linkages t o  adjacent areas. The Parks and Recreation 

Department discouraged the proposed park systern, declaring that it would be too 

difficult to maintain. The original Street system was altered to accommodate snow 

clearing more easily. The Provincial govenunent also encouraged the developer to 

provide multi-family housing. Rather than getting involved in lengthy debate over 

the proposed amendments imposed by the City (and, in this case, the Province as 

well), devetopers are more likely to accept the recommendations since delays are 

costly . 

' Information is h m  an interview with Mr. Oblik in October 1998. 
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Houring: Ladco's original intention was to establish a $140-160,000 price range for 

its housing market. However, when it came time to build, houses in the f 180- 

200,000 price range were built and some are worth over $250,000. Ultimately, 

homebuyers have influenced the price range in Royalwood Generally, the larger 

and more expensive homes are found west of the main road. The most expensive of 

these are found mainly dong the lake and the Seine River. The least expensive 

homes are almg the railroad tracks and backing ont0 Bishop Grandin Blvd. The 

original Royalwood plan did not include multi-family dwellings. Ladco purchased 

the Royalwood site from the Province of Manitoba. One of the stipulations in the 

purchasing agreement stated that multi-family housing was to be included on the site 

(but it did not specify the amount or type of multi-family housing). Ladco built 

twenty-six semi-detached bungalow condominium units (equaling 4% of the total 

650 units). This pariicular housing type was chosen to establish a "fit" to the rest of 

the single family dwellings. 

Commercial: The original plan of Royalwood did not include a commercial area. 

The developer Iater designated a 3acre commercial site east of the main entrance 

because that particular area was not considered tu be marketable as a residential area. 

The developer does not anticipate the commercial area to be developed due to the 

small number of units in the neighbourhood and the competing commercial area only 

one kilometer away in neighbouring Island Lakes. 



SchouZ, Lake and P a r k  The City required the developer to provide a four-acre 

schod site. The original concept located the school centrally in the site with an 

adjacent playground adjoining the open play area in Island Lakes. The City required 

the inclusion of a stonnwater retention lake (minimum of 5 acres in surface area). 

The developer constnicted a 7.8-acre lake extending from the main road to the Seine 

River parkway. The intention for its positioning was to "set the tone" of the 

neighbourhood for people entering nom Bishop Grandin. The area surrounding the 

lake is private property with the exception of the lakeends. Typically, the City's 

Parks and Recreation Department require 10% of land within a subdivision to be 

dedicated as "active" or landscaped parkland. For the Royalwood site, the dedication 

is 8% of 173 acres, or 14 acres of dedicated parkland. The 173 acres was derived at 

by subtracting the seven acre flood zone area (which is non-deveiopable) fiom the 

180-acre total. The landscaped parkland includes a school park, a nverside parkway, 

a srnaIl lake-end park, and a landscaped buffer dong Bishop Grandin Blvd. 

Main Road: The access points of the main road were pre-determined. The City built 

the nortb access point at Bishop Grandin Blvd. pnor to the planning of Royalwood. 

The developer purchased a lot south of John Bruce Road for future access to Ladco- 

owned properties south of the site. The main road is detennined by the straightest 

route between these hNO access points using the minimum cuve radius set by the 

City's traEc engineers. The positioning of the main road adheres to the srandard set 



by Winnipeg Transit, which states that al1 residential areas must be within 400 

metres of the route- 

4.2 Establishing Desien Res~onses 

This section explains the approach for establishing the set of design responses (or 

guidelines) u e d  for the alternative concept. The design considerations presented 

here focus on particular aspects of neighbourhood planning and design and offer 

alternative ideas to conventional practices. These considerations appear in the order 

of how they were addressed in the re-design. Together, they comprise urban 

organization (which includes divenity, nucleus, and density), than ecology, 

drainage, climate, connections, housing mix, pedestrian access, and urban efficicncy. 

4.2.1 Desien Consideration: Urban Oraanization 

Objectives: Plan the alternative concept according to the principles of urban 

organization as stated in section 3.1.4.2. 

Issuex DNersity, nucleus. and density. It is important to first address the principles 

of urban organization because they directly influence other design consideratiom. 

For example, the desired levels of diversity and density in the re-design have a direct 

correlation with the housing m k  The pnnciples of urban organization are identified 

here and are examined individually. 



4.2.1.1 Diversity 

D i s c ~ o n :  The key to a socially sustainable community is dependent upon the 

people that live there. One characteristic of a sociaily sustainable cornmunity is the 

ability to adapt to different conditions. Populations that are more diverse culturally, 

financially, and othenvise cm ofFier neighbourhood stability while addùig character 

to the local social fabric. Diversity of populations Iikely result in different lifestyles, 

values, and incomes, which in hirn reflects on the need for a variety of housing types. 

Design Respome - Diversity: 

Accommodate a wide variety of socio-economic groups by supplying a range of 

affordable housing types. 

4.2.1.2 Nucleus 

Discussion: Conventional neighbourhoods typically lack a focal area. One 

requirement for a socially sustainable neighbourhood is providing public space 

where people can gather for local fûnctions. A focal area should be included to add 

character to the neighbourhood. The focal area may consist of open public space 

such as a park, or public places such as a cornmunity centre, a meeting hall, daycare, 

or commercial facilities. The focal area should be accessible (within a short walking 

distance) to al1 neighbourhood residents. 



Create a focal point within the site; 

The focal point placement should be centrally placed and within an acceptable 

w a h g  distance (about 500 metres or a Srninute walk) of al1 residentia! areas 

(Figure 4-5); 

The content of the focal point may be detemiined in the later stages of planning 

and deveiopment, but should include public spaces and places for social 

gatherings and activities, and commercial areas if considered feasible. 

Figure 4-5: Proposed location for neighbourhood focal point and five-minute walking radius. 
(Drawing by Mark Spence.) 



4.2.1.3 Density 

Discussion: Increasing the density of a residential development can reduce 

infrastncture costs, increase the efficiency of seMce delivery, and preserve open 

space and natural areas. Higher densities are achieved by establishing a mix of 

housing types. Deteminhg the suitability of density can depend on the character of 

surrounding neighbourhoods. Density thresholds detennine the viability of services 

(i-e. public transit or commercial activities) within a development. The nurnber and 

vanety of services c m  increase with higher densities. Different places use different 

threshold standards. Lynch (1 962: 147) notes the following threshold examples that 

are comrnonly used in North Arnerican planning: 

The first threshold of 12 dwelling units per acre (d.u-fac.) is the minimum net 

density required to support a basic convenience store; 

The second threshold of 20 d d a c .  is the minimum net density to support a few 

shops of various services; 

Net densities higher than 20 d.u./ac. can usually support multiple senices, 

however single fmily dwellings are excluded h m  the housing mix. 

The threshold theory, however, is subject to different situations. Other factors that 

determine viability should also be considered such as accessibility (i.e. 

driving/walking distance and location), types of services, and proximi@ of 

competing commercial centres. 



Design Resportses - Density: 

Utilize a compact urban form; 

Achieve higher density levels by introducing a variety of housing types; 

Achieve minimum threshold levels to support the viability of local services; 

Extend higher density housing along future transit routes (Le. the main road); 

Locate higher density housing suffounding the neighbourhood focal point. 

4.2.2 Design Consideration: Urban Ecology 

Objectives: Integrate the site's urban and nahiral environments to achieve a synthesis 

or a balance. Preserve al1 areas that are considered ecologically sensitive and 

enhance the oppominity for local wildiife to flourish. 

Issues: Vegetation. wetlands, a d  openfield. Before the developer acquired the site, 

the land was used for agricultural activity. Areas that were once cultivated now 

contain limited ecoIogica1 value. However, there is evidence that large tree groves 

and a small seasonal wetland had existed on the site before it was cleared for 

development. 

Observotionc The location of significant tree cover and the small wetland (prior to 

development) was plotted with the aid of aend photographs (Figure 46). 

Identification of species mix in the riparian forest along the Seine River is recorded 

in, An Assessrnent of Vegetation and WiIdlfe Habitat Quality for the Seine RNer 



Parkwoy (City of Winnipeg, 1995). A list of identified species is in appendk A. 

Site maps showing contour elevations provided location of the river flood zone. The 

small seasonai wetland was identified by field inspection. 

Riparian forest contains dense iree canopy and undergrowth including a wide 

variety of tree, shmb, and animal species; 

Remaining patch of forest in the field has similar characteristics to riparian forest; 

Indication of abundant wildlife in riparian zone dong the river course; 

The Seine River swells during spring thaw and heavy rains, but does not 

overfiow beyond its flood zone marked by the contour elevation of 230 m.; 

Small seasonal wetland located on south edge of tree stand is surrounded by 

cattails and bulmhes and is fiequented by waterfowl. 

Figure 4-6: Royalwood site showing areas of vegetation and the wdand pior 
(Redrawn fiom aerial photographs fiom the City of Winnipeg.) 

to developrnent. 

Discussion: The various ecosystems (forests, wetlands) rely on complex species 

interaction. Species relationships within an ecosystem ofien exist in a fiagile 

balance. For example, a large variety of plant and animal species is needed to 



support a local food chah The loss of a particular species can affect the whole 

system. Each species has particular requirements (i.e. food, water, cover, and 

temtory) for survival. Habitat shape and size are especially important for supporting 

species types and populations within an area (Figure 4-7). Biodivenity is more 

prominent in larger and continuous forms of habitat than in smaller, non-cohesive 

patterns (Spim, 1984). 

Figure 4-7: The principles of biodiversity for wildlife habitat. Species diversity is dependent on an 
ara's shape and size. (Source: n e  Granite Gar&n, l984:219.) 

Woodlands and wetlands are naNal mechanisms to help regulate stormwater runoff. 

The intricate mot system of woodlands possesses a significant ability to absorb water 

while preventing erosion fiom surface runoE Wetlands also increase an area's 

absorption capacity (Spim, 1984). Preservation of ecological areas such as 
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Design Respon~e~: 

Designate ecologicall y sensitive areas for preservation and maintain these areas 

as "ecologica~ management of open spaces"; 

IdentiQ and protect areas of aesthetic quaiity; 

Preserve and enhance woodlands and wetlands for their abilities to store 

storrnwater runoff and provide wildlife habitat; 

Designate areas that are rnost suitable for development (such as fonner cropland); 

Establish buffers between ecological and built envkonments to avoid 

infnngement upon sensitive areas. 

4.2.3 Design Consideration: Drainage 

Objectives: Provide necessary mesures for efficient removal and storage of surface 

water and explore the option of retention pond "naturalization" (i.e. introduce 

indigenous plant species and maintain as an "ecological management of open space" 

area). 

Issues: Topography. grudient, and soils. The quality of on-site drainage is Iargely 

dependent upon the site's topography and soi1 base. The site's flat surface combined 

with its clay-soi1 base has resulted in poor drainage. 

Observationc SUTface relief information was acquired from a topographie map and 

drainage qudity was confinned by field inspections. 



Predominantly flat surface without noticeabk relief features; 

Slight grade sloping toward Seine River declining 1 rnetre over a distance of 

1000 rnetres. or a 0.1% gradient (Figure 4-9); 

Increased drop in flmdplain area (between the river course and the 230 m. 

contour line); 

Large pools are present after snow thaw and heavy rainfail. 

Figure 4-9: Topography and gradient ofthe Royaiwood site. @rawing by Mark Spence.) 

Dkcussion: Soi1 tests are not required for residential developments in the City of 

Winnipeg. Developea are obligated tu hire a consultant to wnduct soil research 

only when planning industrial sites. There are no accurate city maps îhat depict 

specific soil types shom at a regional scale. George Sears is the City's 

Superintendent of Technological Services in the Public Works Department. 

According to Mr. Sears, clay-based soils are common for the entire Winnipeg region. 



Winnipeg is situated on an ancient lakebed having a clay-base substnicture that is 

semi-impervious to water. The site's soil composition, coupled with the level ground 

surface, has resdted in poor drainage. Most Winnipeg subdivisions provide 

retention lakes to control stormwater runoff. City engineers specify the surface areas 

and depths of these lakes. A more sustainable method of retaining stormwater m o f f  

is to construct "naturalized" wetlands (Figure 4-10). This uses indigenous aquatic 

plant species in the stormwater drainage system. ''Naturaliration" can result in a 

number of benefits. It creates habitat for wildlife, serves as a naturd filtration 

process (Figure 4-1 1), improves surface drainage more effectively, and serves as a 

neighbourhood amenity and local attraction. However, it should be noted that this 

method mas not suit ceriain climates, soil conditions, or runoff levels. Although 

wetland naturalization is receiving increased acceptance in public policy (such as 

Calgary and many U.S. cities), implementation outside Europe is slow. Further 

study for the viability of this method in Winnipeg is needed. However, the City c m  

take steps to estabiish a more natusal seîting for its current retention lakes. Providing 

a natumlized setting by introducing native plant species to the Iake's edge has 

advantages over the conventional method of sodding. Decreased maintenance costs 

cm be realized because the mturalization method is fess labour intensive and 

requires littie or no chernical pesticides or herbicides ( s e  Figure 4-8). 



Design Respowes: 

Advocate the use of current mpacity standards for stormwater retention lakes set 

by the City; 

Introduce native species of vegetation to surround retention lakes 

("nahiralization") ; 

Locate and position retention lakes to best utilize nahual drainage and, if 

possible, link with other open or natural spaces; 

Encourage the preservation of existing woodlands and wetlands to increase local 

surface drainage. 

- - 

Figure 4-10: ExarnpIes of constnicted urban wctlands. (Sources: Ymd. Speer. Park, 1994:223 (ieft) 
and MW-EUen Tyler, 19%: 17 1 (right)). 

r 

Figure 4-1 1: A cross-sectional diagram showing the working processes of a constructed wetland. 
(Source: Susfa i~ble  suburbs Stuc&, 1995 :69.) 
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4.2.4 Desiea Consideration: CIimate 

Objective: Arrange urban layout to respond to positive and negative climatic 

considerations. 

Isrites: Winrer winds and sun angles. We cannot control winter temperatures or 

snowfall, but we can create microenvironments to lessen their impact. uitroducing 

certain design features into the neighbourhood can moderate severe windchill factors 

and blowing snow. It is, therefore, important to recognite the fiequency and 

direction of cold winter winds. Sunlight exposure can be as uncornfortable as it can 

be pleasant. In winter, sunlight is in short supply and should be utilized as much as 

possible. In summer, shading should be provided to increase outdoor cornfort. 

Methods of maximizing winter sun exposure while providing summer shade should 

be incorporated into the alternative concept. 

O b ~ e n t ~ o n s :  The weather data is provided by Environment Canada (1998). Sun 

angle information is provided by Canadian Eco-charts, published by CMHC . 

Weather data and sun angle information are found in appendix B-1 and appendix B-5 

respective1 y. 

Winnipeg's surface winds predominantly originate from the south except for 

January (the coldest month) when they blow fkom the northwest (Figure 4-1 2); 

Extreme wind speeds also typically originate fiom the northwest (up to 70 M); 



Average January wind speeds (18 km/h) combined with the daily mean 

temperature (-18OC) results in a windchill factor equaling -27OC. Extreme 

windchill example: -30°C temp. + 30 kmm wind = -60°C (see appendix B-3); 

Md-&y sun angles range nom 6 3 O  at its highest point in June to 16" at its 

lowest point in December (Figure 4-13); 

Hours of daylight range nom 8 houn in Decernber (8:30 am. s u ~ s e ,  4:30 p-m. 

sunset) to 16 hours in June (530 am. sumise, 9:30 p.m. sunset). 

Figure 4- 1 2: Predominant wind panem for January in Winnipeg. (Source: Environmem Canada, 
1998. Drawing by Mark Spence.) 

Figure 4-13: Minimum and maximum angles for daylight (left) and sunlight (nght). (Source: 
CaMdian E c ~ c ~ ~ s ~  Drawing by Mark Spence.) 
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D~~cI(ssI*o~: Topography usuaIly influences street orientation and the general layout 

of the neighbourhood. However, topography is not a consideration in the 

development of the Royalwood site. The general layout and street orientation for the 

proposed re-design should recognize and respond to two main factors: Cold winter 

winds originating primarily from the northwest, and winter and summer sun angles. 

Winnipeg is a city associated with weather extremes. Average seasonal temperatures 

range fiom 25OC (77OF) in the summer to -15°C (5°F) in the *ter. However, these 

averages do not always reflect the realities of an extreme climate. Temperatures for 

this mid-continental location can easily reach extreme temperatures of +35"C (95OF) 

to -35°C (-3 1°F). It is impossible to adjut weather patterns to maintain comfort 

levels, but it is possible through design to influence and manipulate some weather 

factors at a micro-scale to become more compatible with outdoor activity. Classified 

as a "Winter City", Winnipeg is defined as a city having seasonal variations with 

prolonged periods of below fieezing temperatures, precipitation in the form of snow, 

and restricted hours of daylight (Pressman, 1988). Freezing temperatures ofien 

combine with strong, gusting winter winds to create extremely high windchill facton 

and hazardous blowing snow conditions. In contrast, mid-day heat and exposure of 

high levels of solar radiation during the summer months can be unpleasant. 



Establish shelterbelts6 throughout the neighbourhood for protection from harsh 

winter winds, especially in those areas ofken used by the public; 

Use shelterbelts dong pedestrian routes to provide shade in the summer and a 

windbreak in the winter (Figure 4-14); 

Constnict a windbreak almg northern edge of site; 

Use proper vegetation and methods to increase shelterbelt effectiveness; 

Street orientation should have a basic est-west orientation to utilize maximum 

sunlight exposure while blocking cold nonhem winds (Figure 4-1 5); 

Buildings should be set with heights and at distances where they do not depnve 

others of winter sun exposure. 

Figure 4-14: A cross--on of a sheiterbelt and pathway in summer (ieft) and winter (right). 
@rawings by Mark Spence.) 

Sbeltdxits an rdcduce uind vclociti'a up to 50% fa dUtaafa tca to twcnîy tima thcir height. To increase 
effectivcncss, the bch should rist grnduaiiy on the windward sidc. A vari- of vegctation works tbc bcst, 
esptcially u%en using cvagrcefis for wintcr conditions -ch, 1%2:S5). Sec Appcndii; B-4 far uiad 
dymmics. 



Figure 4-15: A general orientation of the neighbourhood layout responding to winter winds and 
sunIight exposure. (Drawing by Mark Spence.) 

4.2.5 Desien Consideration: Connections 

Objective: htegrate land uses and public areas so they have physical and visual 

linkages to each other, thus providing easier pedestrian access while establishine 

neighbourhood character. 

Issues: Adjocen? [and uses and i n t e m l  lznkages. The alternative concept shodd 

consider its surroundings. The neighbourhood should estabiish connections to 

outlying features as much as possible. Different land uses and features within the 

neighbourhood shodd be linked together in a rational order. 



Observatiionc Maps were used to identifi surrounding land uses (see Map 4-2). 

Large niraI lots and a 300-acre field are located south of the site (the developer 

owns these lands and has designated them for fuhire residential development); 

single family housing in Island Lakes subdivision to the east; Bishop Grandin 

Blvd., north of the site, is a major thoroughfare with power line towers, resulting 

in a very wide R.O. W.; the Seine River flood zone Banks the western edge of the 

site (see Figures 4-1,4-2,4-3, and 44); 

A large play field located across the rail aacks is the only possible access to 

Island Lakes £rom within the site; 

Main road access to the site, one on Bishop Grandin Blvd. and the other on John 

Bruce Rd., are pre-determined. 

Discussion: Linkages should be established, both within and outside the 

neighbourhood, providing connections to different land uses, prominent landrnarks, 

and public places (Figure 4-16). The neighbourhood should not be planned as a 

separate entity. Rather, its design should recognize and consider features and land 

uses beyond its boundaries. An effort should be made to connect the site with 

adjacent neighbourhoods wherever possible. Pathways with direct access to 

interesting features (naturd or built) can help pedestrian orientation and encourage 

pedestrian activity (Calthorpe, 1993). 



Design Rtqponses: 

Establish physical and visual linkages between feaîures and uses, both within and 

outside the neighbourhood; 

Provide walkhike pathways as linkages to increase eccessibility and encourage 

social interaction within the community. 

Figure 4-16: Conceptual layout and connections for Royalwood. (Drawing by Mark Spence.) 



4.2.6 Desien Consideration: Housing Mix % 

Objective: Provide a choice of affordable housing varieties to meet the needs of 

diffierent lifestyles and lifecycles for individuais and families of various structure and 

size. 

Issues: Incorne distribution, fmi ly  ske und structure. age distribution, and housing 

v p e  and tenure. Demographics are statistical data of populations that include socio- 

economic information. PIanners make decisions and predict future trends based on 

the study of demographics. 

Demography, the snidy of human populations, is the most powerful (and most 

underutilized) tool we have to understand the past and to foretell the firture. 

Demographics affect every one of us as individuals. They dso play a pivotal role in 

the economic and social Iife of our country. They explain which opportunities will be 

in demand, where job opportunities will occur, what school emrolments u?lI be, when 

house values will rise or &op, what kinds of food peuple witl buy, and what kind of 

cars they will drive. 

Fwt (1996:2) 

The recognition of different income levels should be considered to address housing 

affordability. An examination of household income distribution generally indicates 

housing afirdability levels for low, medium, and hi&-income earners. As social 

values change over time, families also change in size and structure. These changes 

can deeply affect the demand for different housing types and sizes. A single parent 

with one child, for example, will have different household needs than a mam-ed 



couple raising four children. Different iifecycle stages of the homebuyer can also 

detemiine the demand for different housing types. For example, young single 

professionals may be too busy to maintain a large home and yard and, therefore, may 

decide to purchase a condominium or rent an apartment. Although there are no set 

d e s  to lifestyle choices, generalizations are often made to predict buying trends. 

The age group of 65 years and older is an increasing segment of the North Arnerican 

population. This is especially tme for Winnipeg. Therefore, attention should be 

directed toward the elderly for two main reasons. First. the elderly population rnay 

be more restricted in physical mobility due to their age. Second, the majority of 

elderly people are retired and no longer receive a çteady source of income. For these 

two reasons, affordable low maintenance housing may become a more attractive and 

perhaps a necessary option to meet their special needs. 

Observations: Certain statistical information was referenced to establish the 

proportional distribution of housing types for the alternative concept. The statistics 

are used to establish social equity for al1 sociwconomic groups. A housing profile 

of Winnipeg was referred to for information on housing type and tenue. Data fiom 

ten census tracts surrounding the site provided a representation of local housing stock 

(see appendix C-2). This data only considers the housing types that were deemed 

suitable for the location (Le. high-rise apartments are not an option). Data in this 

study was wmpiled fiom Profie of Cemus Tracts in Winnipeg (Statistics Canada, 

1991). Figures are listed in appendix C. 



Incidence of impoverished households (income below $15,000) is 17%; 

Cornbined rniddle and upper inwme groups account for 60% of al1 households; 

The "traditional" family consisting of two parents with children now accounts for 

only 58% of al1 families; 

Single parent families account for 15% of ail Winnipeg families (85% female 

parents; 15% male parents); 

Single person households account for 1 1 % of d l  private dwellings; 

nie elderly (65+) age group accounts for 13% of the total population; 

Tenure in Winnipeg: 60% ownership, 40% rental. 

Correlorion of Observations: The data suggests that there are at least two 

relationships between housing types and other variables. These relationships roughly 

occur on a 60% - 40% distribution frequency. The first noted relationship is between 

housing type and housing tenue. Single-family detached dwellings account for 6096 

of Winnipeg's housing stock, while ownership of al1 dwelling units in Winnipeg also 

occurs at 60%. This suggests that most occupants of single family dwellings own 

their homes while occupants of other dwelling types (apartments, rowhouses, 

duplexes) are more Wtely to rent. A second possible relationship is between housing 

type and income. Households that earn an incorne of $30,000 or more account for 

60% of dl  Winnipeg households while 40% esni less than $30,000. This correlation 

suggests that a household income of at least $30,000 is required to afford a single- 

family home. 



Discussion: Anordability is the central issue in conventional neighbourhoods. 

Specific market groups are often targeted for home purchase in new developments. 

Usually, new residential subdivisions are built to accommodate predominantly higher 

income families, resulting in the exclusion of large segments of the population. The 

developer favours this kind of project for its potential rate of renini on investment. 

However, the needs of the majority are neglected when communities are planned in 

this manner. A city has an obligation to adequately provide basic needs in an 

equitable manner for al1 its citizens. The neighbourhood should provide housing that 

could adequately adapt to changing socio-economic conditions. A diverse housing 

mix allows a neighbourhood to accommodate various income groups and family 

types. 

Design Resportses: 

The following are general guidelines for the housing mix and distribution for the 

alternative concept. Figure 4- 17 illustrates the different housing types. 

Single Familv Detached: 

60% to 70% of total housing stock should consist of single famity dwellings; 

Two different lot sizes should be provided to increase choice: a) medium lot 

detached (standard size- 15m. x 30m. or approx. 5000 sq. fi.); and b) large lot 

detached (standard size- 18m. x 36m. or approx. 7200 sq. A.); 

Net density yie1d7: 6-9 dwelling unes per acre. 

7 Dividing the number of imits by the rcsidential acrcagt &rives the na den&- yield. 
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Single Familv Semi-Detached: 

10% to 15% of total housing stock should con& of semi-detached dwellings; 

Standard lot size: 12m. x 24m. or approx 3200 sq. ft; 

Net density yield: 14 dwelling units per acre. 

Sinde Familv Attached Rowhouses): 

10% to 15% of total housing stock should consist of rowhouses; 

Standard lot size: 9m. x 24m. or approx. 2400 sq. ft; 

Net density yield: 1 8 dwelling units per acre. 

Multi-Farnilv Residentiaf (Garden Apartments): 

15% to 20% of total housing stock should consist of apartment dwellings; 

Garden apartments typically consist of ~o or three stories (usually 16-24 units 

per building); 

Mixed-use buildings consisting of street level commercial and upstairs residential 

should be an option (located in or adjacent to the focal area); 

Net density yield: 30-50 dwelling units per acre. 



Figure 4-17: Proposed housing types for the alternative RoyaIwood plan (drawings are not to scale). 
(Source: Progressive Architecture, June, 199 1 :5 5 .) 

4.2.7 Desien Consideration: Pedestrian Access 

Objective: Provide safe, clear, and convenient access routes for pedestrians. 

Issues: Waking and cycling parhways. Conventional communities are often planned 

without much consideration for the pedestnan. Rather, the focus of planning and 

designing residential communities has shifted toward the automobile. 

Discussion: Neighbo~fhoods should be designed to accommodate the needs of the 

pedestrian. Sidewalks or cycle pths are rarely provided in conventional 

developments, forcing the pedestrian to share the roadway with automobiles. Clear 
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pedestrian routes should be provided, connecting neighbourhood features in a d i e  

manner. Bicycle trails should also be present within the neighbourhood to offer an 

alternative method of transportation. 

Desr-gn Respon~es: 

Provide exclusive pedestrian routes within the neighbourhood to connect public 

places and spaces, recreation areas, schools, and the neighbourhood's focal area; 

Design pedestrian routes within shelterbelts (see Figure 4-14) to maxïmize 

pedestrian comfon in both summer and winter; 

Provide bike irails that extend to neighbourhoods and main roadways adjacent to 

the site. 

4.2.8 Design Consideration: Urban Efficiencv 

Objective: Provide an "efficient" layout and urban fom that requires minimal 

infiastnicture implementation. 

Issrces: Densiry, suleable frontage, and smeet system. Affordability has a direct 

relationship with the "eficiency" of a development. Housing pnces are infiuenced 

by the development (infrastructure) costs. Higgher densities result in lower 

development costs, which in tuni result in more affordable housing. 'Wrban 

efficiency" tests are common and diable  indicators for detexminhg the initial 

"feasibility" of a development (see section 3.1.7). The results of the tests can 



influence the choice of housing markets targeted. The tests consider the arnount of 

saleable fiontage and infktructure within a development. The configuration of the 

sireet system is an important factor for ccefficiency" because it represents a 

development 's infiastructure. 

Discussion: The "services-to-fiontage ratio" and the "saleable fkontage per 

developable acre" are two "wban efficiency" tests used by developen to determine 

the "feasibility" of a development. According to both tests, a residential 

development is more likely to be LCefficient" when the saleable fiontage is 

maxirnized. The alternative concept should recognke tsro important considerations 

for increasing the amount of saleable frontage in a residential development. First, 

higher density housing is needed to increase the fiontage-to-services ratio. Second, 

an "efficient" street system is needed. The most cGeficient" system fiom a 

developer's perspective would consist of long, straight roads, minimai side streets 

and intersections, and having çaleable fiontage extend down the length of both sides 

of the street. Straight road grid patterns are easier to wnstnict and provide the most 

efficient manner of service delivery (Lynch, 1962). Lot plotting is more manageable, 

as fewer irregular-shaped lots are likely to result. The straight grid system has b e n  

criticized for being monotonous and not responsive to topography or other 

conditions. Although topographie features are not a factor within the site, the grid 

shodd respect other features such as wooded areas. 



Design Response: 

Incorporate higher density housing into the alternative concPpt; 

Design a Street systern with minimal curves and intersections, while respecting 

site f a e s ;  

Maximize saleable fiontage on both sides of streets (where it is practical to do 

so). 

) 

This section presents the re-âesign concept for this research project. First, a review 

of City requirements for the site is provided in sub-section 4.3.1. These requirements 

are combined with the design responses established in seaion 4.2 to produce the 

alternative concept. The concept is presented in sub-section 4.3.2 (Map 44) .  Sub- 

section 4.3.3 describes the features of the alternative concept. 

4.3.1 Subdivision Rea uirements 

Various City of Winnipeg departments and divisions such as Parks and Recreation, 

Works and Operations, and Streets and Transporiation prescribe certain provisions 

for subdivision plans. The City has outlined a series of requirements for the 

Royaiwood site, which are listed here to help direct the re-design process. Site 

requirement information was obtained h m  Developmenr Agreement Parumerers 

(City of Winnipeg, 1989) and from copies of City correspondence to the developer. 



Private approaches (dnveways) ont0 Bishop Grandin Blvd. or on the main road 

are restricted; 

Lot depths along Bishop Grandin Blvd. are to be at lest 4 1 metres; 

A main road Nnning north-south through the neighbourhood is to be accessed 

nom Bishop Grandin Blvd. and John Bruce Rd., having a minimum curve radius 

of 220 metres separated by tangent sections lengths no less than 100 metres; 

A stormwater retention lake is to be included having a mlliimum surface area of 5 

acres; 

John Bruce Rb. is to teminate at the Seine River and the railroad crossing; 

Winnipeg Transit requires a maximum distance of 400 metres fkom residential 

areas to bus routes; 

A 4-acre school site is to be provided; 

8% (or approximately 14 acres) of net developable acreage is to be dedicated to 

"active" or landscaped parkland. 

These subdivision requirements, together with the design responses from section 4.2, 

are applied to the alternative concept, which is displayed in sub-section 4.3.2 on the 

fol1 owing page. 



4.3.2 The Alternative Concept of Rovalwood 

Garden Apartments 

@ Public Facilities 

@ School 

@) Active Park S pace 

@ Forest/ S helterbelts 

@ Prairie Grassland 

@ Lake/ Wetland 

Scale 1 :7500 

Map 4-4: The alternative concept ofRoyalwood. (Source: Drawn by the author.) 



4.3.3 Features and Rationale of the Alternative Concept 

This section presents the features of the altemative concept. These respond to the 

characteristics identified in the conventional plan listed in section 4.1.3. The featiiies 

explained in this section are housing divenity, neighbourhood focal area, residential 

density, natural and contextual considerations, connections, pedestrian access, Street 

layout, and public and private space. 

Housing Diversity: The single family home accounts for 60% of total dwelling units 

in Winnipeg and approximately 70% in the region surrounding the site. The housing 

profile in the alternative concept generally reflects Winnipeg's housing mix, while 

recognizing the site's regional context. The housing mix for the alternative concept 

(based on a total of 650 units) is as follows: 

420 single family units or 65% of total housing stock; 

100 garden apartment units or 15% of total housing stock; 

66 semi-detached units or 10% of total housing stock; 

64 rowhouse units or 10% of total housing stock. 

The more expensive single family dwellings are likely to be located dong the Iake, 

the river, and adjacent to mtural areas. It is also likely that the cost of single family 

dwellings will decrease when sihiated closer to multi-fmily units.* The more 

affordable dwellings, including semi-detached, rowhouse, and garden apartment 

' 'ibis bas k e n  cxpcricnced in the conventional plan. 



rmits are located around the neighbourhwd focal a r a  and dong the main road to be 

more accessible to transit routes and local services. 

Neighbowhood Focal Area: A focal area is included in the altemative concept to 

provide neighbourhood residents with local conveniences. nie focal area contains a 

"village green" and public facilities such as daycare, and a meeting hall. 

Commercial activity can be accommodated within the facility if it is considered 

viabIe. This location makes it accessible to al1 neighbourhood pedestrians (within a 

five-minute walk of most households). 

ResidentiaZ Densiy: The overall net density yield of the alternative concept (9.1 

d.u./ac.) is higher than that of the conventional plan (6.3 d.u./ac.). Higher density 

housing, located along the main road and surrounding the focal ara, consists of 

semi-detached, rowhousing, and apartment uni&, which combine for a net densiîy 

yield of 20.2. According to Lynch (1962:147), îhis density level is considered 

suficient to support a few small shops (depending on the density over a certain area). 

NaturaI and Contextual Comiderafions: The alternative concept has a g e n d  east- 

west orientation for streets, residential areas, pathways, and shelterbelts. The 

a l i m e n t  responds to the climatic wntext, reducing winter winds fkom the north and 

maxirnizing sunlight exposure nom the south. Areas identified as having ecological 

value were preserved. These areas include al1 woodlands and a small seasonal 



wetland. The developed areas are designed to achieve a synthesis between the urban 

and natural environments. The alternative concept uses an "ecological management 

to open space" approach to lower maintenance costs and energy input (see section 

4.2.2). This approach includes the management of wetlands, woodlands, and 

restored prairie grassland These areas are not included in the 8% park dedication 

required by the Parks and Recreation Department (see section 4.3.1) and, therefore, 

would not be rnaiatained by the City. Rather, the developer would be responsible for 

maintaining these areas. 

Connections: Physical and visual linkages are established within the site and the 

local a r a  comecting public places and open spaces as much as possible. This helps 

facilitate pedestrian movement by linking residential areas to other neighbourhood 

features such as the focal area, school, lake, parks, and other greenspace. 

Connections are also made to the adjacent neighbourhood of Island Lakes to the east 

and to the fiiture residential development south of the site. 

Pedestrtan Access: The pedeseian pathway system is a prominent feature in the 

alternative concept, linking the neighbourhood together. Some pathways extend 

between residential properties, away from the dangers of automobile traffic, and 

within shelterbelts providing protection f?om the elements. There is a total of 25,240 

ft. (or 7.6 lm.) of pathways/sidewalks ii? the alternative concept compared to 8,160 

fi. (or 2.5 km.) in the conventional plan. 



Street Layout: The main road connects th: pre-determined m e s s  points at Bishop 

Grandin Blvd. and John Bruce Rd., running the straightest route possible while 

avoiding natural areas. Rowhouses and semi-detached units face onto the main road 

to achieve a more social atmosphere. Future public transit (bus) service is designated 

to the main road and focal loop. The residential roads are fairly direct without 

excessive curving or intersections, maximizing sideable fiontage wherever possible. 

Ml single farnily dwelIings are automobile accessible fiom the street, while multi- 

family dwellings are accessible by rear lanes and parking lots. Section 4.4.1.4 

provides the lengths of streets and d e y s  for both the alternative concept and the 

conventional plan. 

Public and Private Space: The total area of public space (including schools, parks, 

and "naturalized" areas) in the alternative concept is 68 acres compared to 

approximately 71 acres of private residential space (a ratio of 1 acre of public space 

for eveq 1 acre of residential space). In contrast, the total area of public space in the 

conventional plan is 25 acres while the private residential space is 104 acres (a ratio 

of 1 acre of public space for every 4 acres of residential space). 



Two cross-sections are provided to M e r  explain the alternative concept. Map 4-5 

shows the location of section A-B, which illustrates the neighbourhood focal axa, 

the main road, rowhouses, back alleys, and the retention lake (Figure 4-18). Section 

C-D illustrates a single-family residential area including the Street, the shelterbelt and 

wallovay, and a portion of  the "naturaiized" area (Figure 4-1 9). 

S d e  1 :12,500 

Map 4-5: The aitemative concept with the locations of cross-sections A-B and C-D illustrated in 
Figure 4-1 8 and Figure 4-1 9 respectiveIy- (Drawing by Mark Spence.) 



Figure 4-1 8: Cross-section A-B fiom Map 4-5. (Drawing by Mark Spence.) 

Figure 4-19: Cross-section C-D fiom Map 4-5. @rawing by Mark Spence.) 



Radburn, New Jersey Village Homes, Davis, Calif 

Figure 4-20: The aitemative oonecpt hso similar charactcriaics, in tams of dcdicated pathway space 
and street access, to the oldcr Radburn plan, ca.1930 (on the left) and the more recent 
aistainable development of Village Homes in Davis, California, ca. 1980 (on the right). 
(Source: AU images taken fiom Ymd. Sireet, Pmk, I994:55,62,63,lSS, 1 57.) 



4.4 The Comparative Analvsis 

This section compares the conventional plan with the alternative concept using two 

rnethods. First, a land use analysis is undertaken to show the main differences 

regarding land use distribution and proportion. The second cornparison is 

economically based. Two "urban efficiency" tests, which the developer uses in the 

initial stages of subdivision planning, are used to compare "efficiency" levels 

between the two schemes. It is important to utilize the sarne tests that developers use 

for determining a design's "feasibility". 

4.4.1 Land Use Analvsis 

The land use analysis displays both schemes side-by-side to illustrate each aspect of 

their composition. Some cost cornparisons are included where applicable. The land 

use feahires are presented in the order of size, starting from the largest land use 

feature in the conventional plan to the smallest feature. The features include 

housing, right-of-ways, greenspace, lakes and wetlands, schools, commercial, and 

pedestrian circulation. (Note: Al1 plans presented in this section are scaled at 

approximatety 1 :25,000.) 



4.4.1.1 Housing 

Conventional Plan 

Sinde Familv Dwellines 
Number of units: 624 
Total area: 101 acres 
Net density yield: 6.18 d.u./ac. 
% of total housing stock: 96% 

Multi-Farnilv Dwellinns 
Number of unis: 26 
Total ara: 2.7 acres 
Net density yield: 9.6 bu./ac. 
% of total housing stock: 4% 

Single Familv Dwellines 
Number of units: 420 (210 large lot & 
210 medium lot) 
Total ma: 60 acres 
Net density yield: 7 d d a c .  
% of total housing stock: 65% 

Multi-Farnilv Dwellines 
Number of units: 230 
Total area: 1 1.4 acres 
Net density yield: 20.2 d.u./ac. 
% of total housing stock: 35% 



ComparatÏve Anaiysis of Houszng: The alternative concept was designed to the 

equivalent number of housing uni& as in the conventional plan (650 units). Single 

family homes are predorninant in the conventional plan, accounting for 96% of al1 

units. The alternative concept designates 65% of its total housing stock to single 

farnily homes. Two different lot sùes are provided (large lots, averaging 7,200 

square feet with 60-foot fiontage; and medium lots, averaging 5,000 square feet with 

50-foot fiontage) to provide choice. The total space dlotted for single family homes 

is 40% less in the alternative concept than in the conventional plan, allowing more 

space for other uses. For the purpose of this study, multi-family housing refers to 

any dwelling unit other than single family detached. The twenty-six units designated 

as multi-family on a 3-acre site in the conventional plan are condominiums in the 

form of single family semi-detached dwellings, accounting for 4% of total units. The 

alternative concept has 66 semi-detached units accounting for 10% of total housing 

stock on 4.8 acres at a density of 13.5 d.u./ac. Tnere are also 64 rowhouses or 10% 

of the total housing stock accounting for 3.6 acres at a density of 18 d.u./ac., and 100 

garden apartment units, which represents 15% of total housing stock on 3 acres at a 

density of 33.3 d.u./ac. The housing profile in the alternative concept resembles the 

demographic profiles of Winnipeg much closer than that of the conventional plan. 



Conventional Plan 

Length of main road: 3 ,250 fi. 
Length of residential roads: 19,305 fi. 
Leneth of John Bruce Rd: 3.150 ft. 

Total length of R.0.W.s: 25,705 fi. 

Area of main road R.O.W.: 7.8 ac. 
Area of residential road R.O.Ws: 27.6 
ac. 
Area of John Bruce Rd.: 4.8 ac. 

TotalareaofR.0.W.s: 40.2 ac. 

AIternative Concept 

Length of main road: 3,530 ft. 
Length of residential roads: 15,080 ft. 
Length of John B N C ~  Rd.: 3,150 fi. 
Length of alleways: 4.025 fi. 
Total length of R.0.W.s: 25,785 A. 

AreaofmainroadR.0.W.: 8.1 ac. 
Area of residential road R.O. Ws: 17.3 
ac . 
Area of John Bruce Rd.: 4.8 ac. 
Areaofallevwavs: 2.8ac. 
Total area of R.O. W.s: 33 ac. 

Comparative AnaZysis of RiglY-of- Wqs:  The conventional plan has set the width of 

its main road R.O.W. at 32 metres (approx. 106 fi.) and the residential R.O.W. width 

at 18 metres (60 fi.). The R0.W.s for the alternative concept are set at 30 metres 

(100 A.) for the main road, 15 metres (50 fi.) for residential roads and 9 metres (30 

fi.) for alleyways. The alternative standards are similar to those dimensions used in 

older neighbourhoods in Winnipeg. For example, midential roads in older parts of 

the city have a typical R.O.W. width of JO feet, which contained a paved road 



surface of 24 feet in width. The conventionai plan also sets the residential street 

width at 24 feet, but uses 10 feet more in R.O.W. width. Both schemes generalIy 

have the same total length of R-O.W.s, measured at over 25,700 feet However, the 

area dedicated to the R.O.W. in the alternative concept is about 7 acres less than tbat 

of the conventional plan due to the narrower width standards and the use of 

alleyways. In addition to the benefits of saving space, the R-0.W.s in the alternative 

concept can also be less expensive, while providing access to the same numkr of 

units. A simple cost cornparison on R.0.W.s can demonstrate this. The average cost 

of a main road in Winnipeg is $379 per foot and $253 per linear foot for a residential 

r ~ a d . ~  Therefore, the approximate cost for streets in the conventional plan totals 

$6,115,9 15 (%,884,l65 for residential roads and $ l , î 3  1,750 for the main road). The 

approximate R.O.W. cost for the alternative concept would be $3,815,240 for 

residential roads, $1,337,870 for the main road, and includes $293,825 for 

alleywayslo, for a total cost of $5,446,935. Based on this simple calculation, the 

alternative concept has a cost advantage of nearly %670,000. 

These figures are provided by lndco and are based on the follouing specifirnr;ons: Main road = 6' m a t a  main, 
10" sanitaq- scwcr, wsta and sanitary mections to houses, 2O(hnm-thick umactt rad ,  2 sidmalks, botdevard 
gradmg and sodding. Residdal road = 6" wakr mains, IO" sanitary m e r ,  watn and saniîary ccmncctions to 
bouses, 150mm-thick conacte road, boulevard gading. 
'O AlIqways arc c a l c d d  at S73 pcr fout and are based on 6"-thicli concrcîc nith a grave1 base at 15 feci mide. 



- - 

Conventional Plan 

Vegetation 

Open Areas 

Alternative Concept 

Vegetation 

open Areas 

Compararive Analysis of Greempace: The term "greenspace" here refers to both 

landscaped or "active" parkland as well as "'naturaiized" areas, which include 

woodlands, wetlands, and gra~slands. The City's Parks and Recreation Department 

require an "active" parkland dedication of 8% (or 14 acres) fiom the 173 acres of 

developable land within the site. The developer is obligated to maintain any 

greenspace beyond the 8% requirement. The "active" or landscaped parkland in the 

conventional plan consists of the riverside parkway, the park adjacent to the school, a 
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lakeend park. and the buffer along Bishop Grandin Blvd Seven acres of riparian 

forest along the river is not included in the 8% dedication. The total ara of 

greenspace in the conventional plan is approxïmately 21 acres or 12% of the site's 

total area. In wntrast, the total greenspace in the alternative concept is 67.7 acres or 

38% of the site's total area. This includes 45.9 acres of restored grasslands and 

woodlands (including the riparian forest), and 13.9 acres of shelterbelts, which total 

neariy 60 acres of "ecologicaIly managed open space" (see section 4.2.2). A 6.6acre 

park located adjacent to the school and a 1.3-acre "village green" located in the focal 

area, combine for nearly 8 acres of "active" parkland. Although the alternative 

concept provides over three times more greenspace than the conventional plan, the 

alternative would theoretically cost the City less in park maintenance. This is 

because the City's Parks and Recreation Department would only be required to 

senice the alternative concept's "active" parkland, which totals less than 8 acres. 



4.4.1.4 Lake / Wetlands 

Conventional Plan Alternative Conce~t 

Comparative Analysis of M e s  Wetlunds: The conventional plan provides a 7.8-acre 

Stonnwater retention fake: 7.8 acres 
WetIands: none 

storrnwater retention lake, but does not preserve the small seasonal wetland in the 

Storrnwater retentit-n lake: 5 acres 
Wetlands: one, approx. 1 acre 

south central region of the site. Most of the area surrounding the lake consists of 

private lots. ï h e  lake in the alternative concept adheres to the required minimum 

area of 5 acres. The wetland and the area surrounding the retention lake are 

'becological management" areas, requiring minimal maintenance or intervention. 



4.4.1.5 Schools 

Conventional Plan 

Total area: 4 acres 

Alternative Concevt 

Total area: 4 acres 

Compararive Analysis of Schools: A school site of 4 acres is present in both schemes, 

as required by the City. Both schemes situate the school on the main road and are 

roughly located in the same position wlthin the site. Each has "active" park space 

adjacent to the school site, however the alternative concept connects the parlc with 

the play field in neighbouring Island Lakes. 



4.4.1.6 Commercial 

Commercial area: 3 acres 

Conventional Plan 

/ Neighbourhood facility: 0.7 acres 

Alternative Concept 

Comparaiive Anulysis of Commercial and Neighbourhood Facilities: The 

conventional plan locates its commercial area at the main entrance of Bishop 

Grandin Blvd. to attract motorists as well as neighbourhood residenü. The 

commercial area is yet to be built. The developer does not expect that commercial 

activity can be successful in the Royalwood site due to the pro-ximity of the 

competing commercial area located in neighbouring Island M e s .  The focal area in 

the alternative concept contains "neighbourhood facilities" that can accommodate 

commercial activity. Flexible mning is also an option to include mixed-use 

buildings for home businesses or home employment. 



4.4.1 .7 Pedestrian Circulation 

Conventional Plan 

Total walhway length: 8,160 ft. 

Aiternative Concept 

Total walkway length: 25,240 fi. 

Cornpara?ive AnaIysis of Pedestrian Circularion: The pathway system in the 

conventional plan is restricted. Sidewalks line the main road and a paved pathway 

extends along the edge of the Seine River forest. T h e  are two connector pathways 

leading to the river pathway fiom residential areas and one pathway connecting two 

streets. An extensive pathway network is designed for the alternative concept. With 

the exception of the main road, the pathway system does not extend along the sneets. 

Rather, the intercomected pedestrian system has pathways between residential 

properties, under the cover of shelterbelts. Obviously, the expenses of the proposed 

pathway system in the alternative concept are more than that of the conventional 

plan. According to the developer, the cost for asphdt walkways are about $17 per 

foot. There is approximately 1,660 feet of pathways in the conventional plan 

cornpareci to 18,180 feet of pathways in the alternative concept. The cost of these 

pathways amount to $28,220 for conventional and $309,000 for alternative. These 



figures do not include the sidewalks dong the main road since they are included in 

the cost of the R.O.W. Also, there is a high expense associated with the shelterbelts 

dong the pathways, which the developer would be obligated to maintain. 

Developers have different methods to test the "feasibility" of their developrnent 

concepts. Ladco Company Limited applies two tests to their residential subdivision 

designs. These are referred to as the "fiontage-to-services ratio" and the "frontage 

per developable acre" tests. If the results do not maintain a certain level of 

acceptability, the subdivision design is altered until a more favored result is 

achieved. These two tests are used here to demonstrate the "efficiencf' of the 

alternative concept compared to that of the conventional plan. 

4.4.2.1 Frontaee-to-Semces Ratio 

Ladco uses the "fiontage-to-seMces ratio" test as a quick and reliable method of 

determining a project's "feasibility" in the early stages of subdivision design rather 

than undertaking a full cost analysis, which is only undertaken in the later stages of 

planning. A subdivision design is considered "efficient" when the test result 

achieves a certain number. The formula divides the total linear f w ~ g e  of saieable 

fiontage in the development by the total linear footage of senices (or infrastnicture). 

The resulting number is the fiontage-to-services ratio (see section 3.1.7). The 

developer's minimum acceptable ratio number is approximately 1.3. The 



comparative calcdations for the "fkontage-to-senrices ratio" test are presented below. 

The developer provided data for the conventional plan 

Conventional Plan 

Saleable Frontage (A.) 
Residentid 32,O 1 O 
Commercial 720 
School 790 
Local Improvement 
Recoveries for 
John Bruce Rd. 3.1 50 
Total Frontage 36,670 

Services (fi.) 
Main Road 3,250 
Residential Roads 19,305 
Local Improvements 
John Bruce Rd. 3,150 
Total Services 25,705 

Fronîape-to-Sewice Ratio 
36.670 = 1.43 
25,705 

Alternative Concent 

Saleable Frontaee (fi.) 
Residential 29,070 
Public Facilities 330 
School 560 
Local Improvement 
Recoveries for 
John Bruce Rd. 3.1 50 
Total Frontage 33.1 1 0 

Services (fi.) 
Main Road 3,530 
Residential Roads 1 5,740 
Local Improvements 
John Bruce Rd. 3.150 
Total Services 22,420 

Frontme-to-Services Ratio 
33.110 = 1.48 
22,420 

The results of the test show both plans having acceptable "eficiency" levels 

according to the standards set by the developer. The alternative concept has a 

slightly higher ratio than the conventional plan. This is attributed to the saleable 

frontage (in the form of rowhouses and semidetached units) included dong most of 

the main road in the alternative concept. In wntrast, the conventional plan has very 

iittle residential frontage dong its main r o d  



4.4.2.2 Saleable Frontaee Der Develo~able Acre Yield 

The second test used by Ladco is the "'saleable fiontage per developable acre yield" 

test. This test gauges a development's profitability potential and is widely accepted 

by developers and municipal planners. The test divides the total saleable fiontage of 

a development by the number of acres that can be developed on that site (see section 

3.1.7). The total area of the site is 180 acres. The total developable area of the site is 

173 acres (seven acres is within the flood zone indicated by the 230-rnetre elevation 

contour he).  nie developer's acceptable limit for this test is usually set at 200 feet 

of saleable frontage per developable acre. The foIlowing are the calculations and 

results of the "saleable fiontage per developable acre yield" test for the conventional 

and alternative schemes. The developer provided the figures for the conventional 

plan. 

. Conventional Plan 
Total saleable fiontage: 36,670 fi. 
Total developable acreage: 173 ac. 

Alternative Conce~t 
Total saleable frontage: 33,110 ft. 
Total developable acreage: 173 ac. 

33.1 10 = 194 filacre 
173 ac. 1 173 ac. 

The results of the test show the conventional plan having a higher yield of fiontage 

per acre than the aIternative concept. The yield of 194 in the alternative concept is 

below the developer's acceptable lùnit. The 240 uni& of higher density housing 

types in the alternative concept have resulted in lower residential fkontage numbers. 



4-4.3 Comparative Analvsis Summaw 

The comparative analysis examined the differences between the conventional and the 

alternative schemes, focusing on land use in the fust section and "urban efficiency" 

in the second section Housing, rîght-of-ways, greenspace, lakes and wetlands, 

schools, commercial, and pedestrian circulation were examined. Both schemes have 

650 housing units. The conventional plan conùsts of 96% single famify homes. The 

dtemative concept has a more diverse housing rnix that includes single family 

detached (65%), garden apartment units (15%), semi-detached units (IO%), and 

rowhouses (10%). A diversity of dwelling types is able to provide more choices of 

affordable housing for different family types, sizes, and income levels. Right-of- 

ways (R.O.W.) in the two schemes were examined The total area of R.0.W.s in the 

conventional plan was more than the alternative concept, even though the total length 

of R.O.W. in both schemes was almost identical. This is attributed to narrower 

R.O.W. widths and the use of alleyways in the alternative concept. A simple cost 

cornpanson of roadways has shown that the alternative concept cm be less expensive 

than the conventional plan by as much as $670,000 while s e ~ c i n g  the same number 

of housing units. Greenspace was also examined. The conventional plan has a total 

of approximately 21 acres of greenspace (12% of the total area), including 14 acres 

of "active" parkland that requires maintenance by the City. The alternative concept 

has approximately 68 acres of greenspace (38% of the total am),  hcluding 8 acres 

of "'active" parkland. The remaining greenspace is designated as a "closed" 

ecosystern, requiring minimum intervention from the developer. The land use 



anaiysis also examined lakes and wetlands. Both schemes use the lakes as 

"connectors" fiom the river to the residential areas. The Iake in the conventional 

plan has private lots backing on to nearly al1 of its sides, limiting public access, while 

there is complete public access to the lake in the alternative concept. Unlike the 

conventional plan, the alternative concept also preserves a maIl  seasonal wetiand. 

Both schemes have located the required 4-acre school site along the main road. 

However, the alternative concept connects its school site with a park to the play fieId 

in Island Lakes. Commercial areas were also studied. The conventional plan has a 

3-acre site at its main entrante. However, the developer considers it unlikely that it 

will be developed. The alternative concept does not include a "commercial" area. 

Instead, "public facilities" are designated for the neighbourhood's focal area. This 

area contains daycare and other comrnmity services for local residents and can 

provide space for commercial activity. Pedes~an circulation was the last feature 

examined in the land use analysis. The only sidewalks in the conventional plan are 

along the main road and a paved pathway extends along the edge of the Seine River 

corridor. The alternative concept includes a pedestrian network with pathways 

interconnecting between the back lots of the residential areas. These pathways 

would cost approximately 5300,000 more than the pathways in the conventional 

plan. However, swings from the reduced R.0.W.s (approximately S670,000) wodd 

offset the extra expenses for the pathways. As a result, residents would have safer 

pedestrian access and a better social setting (which are marketable qualities), while 

having lower development costs. 



Two ''urburban efficiency" tests were undertaken in the comparative analysis to 

determine the "feasibility" of both schemes. Accordhg to the developer's standards, 

the "fiontage-to-semices ratio" test considen both schemes to be "efficient". The 

alternative concept achieved a slightly higher ratio than the conventional plan. Based 

smctly on a fiontage-to-service i-atio, the alternative concept presents a better retum 

on the developer's invesûnent. The second test was the "daleable fiontage per acre 

yield". The developer's acceptable limit is 200 feet of fiontage per acre. The 

conventional plan yielded 2 12 ft./ac. while the alternative concept yielded 194 ft./ac. 

Although the alternative concept did not achieve the developer's acceptable yield 

level, an exception cm be made here. This test favors the single farnily dwelling 

subdivision, giving the al ternative concept a disadvantage because it uses di fferent 

housing types with higher densities, which decreases the total fiontage in a 

development . 



Cha~ter 5: Conclusion 

This chapter has two main sections. First, a reflective oveMew summarizes the 

research project's accomplishments, shortcomings, and general observations. The 

second section provides a list of recommendations for the City of Winnipeg 

concerning the development of sustainable communities. Recommendations are also 

suggested for further study of topics related to this research project. 

5.1 Reflective Overview 

Sub-section 5.1.1 provides a summar)r of the project's accomplishments. Sub- 

section 5.1.2 acknowledges and reflects upon some of the project's inadequacies. A 

number of general observations are discussed in sub-section 5.1.3 pertaining to issues 

addressed in the project. 

5.1.1 Accomplishments 

This research has presented a planning and design approach that takes a first step 

toward an alternative method of neighbourhood development and away fiom 

conventional methods that wniribute to urban sprawl. While the alternative concept 

is based on pnnciples of sustainable development, it does not strive to include a wide 

range of sustainable measures. It represents a compromise between sustainable 

design and designing within the limitations set by developer, govemment, and 

consumer acceptance. 



Each of the stated goals of this research project was addressd These were: 

To show an alternative method of planning and designing residential subdivisions 

based on the p ~ c i p l e s  of sustainable urban development; 

To show how a residential subdivision, planned and designed according to 

sustainabIe principles, may appear, 

To show if a sustainable neighbourhood example can achieve or exceed the same 

1eveI of fiscal "feasibility" as a conventionai design. 

The planning and design approach for the alternative concept is described in section 

3.1. Section 4.3.2 displays an illustration of the concept, which is the result of stated 

planning principles fiom section 3.1.4, synthesized with the design responses 

established in section 4.2. "Urban efficiency" tests were applied to the alternative 

concept to determine "feasibility" and wmpared to the conventional plan. This 

demonstrates to developers that altemative designs are capable of yielding 

'efficiency" levels comparable to conventional designs. 

The research project identified the feahues that are commoniy sssociated with 

conventional neighbourhoods (see section 2.3.1). The alternative concept has 

recognized and addressed each of the following features in the re-design: 



C o n v e n t i d  Feature: Limited variety of housing types. 

Alternative Respunse: The alternative concept has utiiùed different dwelling types to 

provide a choice of affordable housing for a variety of incorne levels, and family 

structures. 

Conventzunal Feature: Local c.ummercial conveniences located outside of 

development (usually in a strip mal1 on arterial rouies)- 

Alternative Responîe: The alternative concept has recognized the importance of the 

"nucleus" as a key component of urban organization. A focal area was established in 

the re-design to provide neighbourhood residents with basic commWLity and 

commercial senices, reco~nizin~ that the existence of a nearby strip mal1 on Bishop 

Grandin Blvd. will Iimit the economic viability of the nucleus. 

Conventional Feature: Law residentiat densities. 

Allemrive Respome: The alternative concept established higher residential densities 

to maintain thresholds of service viability (such as public transit and commercial 

services), and to reduce development costs while increasing the level of "urban 

efficiency". 



ConventiunaZ Feuture: No particular adherence to site planning or local ecology. 

Alternative Respome: The alternative concept has recognized contextual fatures 

such as climate, topography, and vege'ation, and has emphasized the prese~ation of 

ecologically sensitive areas within the site. 

Cmentioml Feafwe: PIanned as separate individual entities; minimal c o m d o n s  

to adjoining neighbourhwds. 

Alternative Response: The alternative concept was designed to wnnect with 

adjacent areas and features as much as possible. Linkages were also established 

between different Iand uses and features within the site. 

Convenfioml Feaiure: Car-oriented design; little consideration for the pedestrian. 

Alternative Respome: The alternative concept has included an extensive pedestnan 

paîhway system, removed from the streetscape and enclosed within shelterbelts to 

increase pedestrian safety and cornfort. 

Conventional Feat ure: Non-linear, winding street system. 

Altenuitive Response: The alternative concept bas utilized a datively straight, 

simple street grid systern for efficient service delivery and to dmease confusion of 

orientation. 



Colrveniional Feaure: Very high proportion of private space compareci to public 

space. 

AIternatCve Respome: The alternative concept was designed to provide ample public 

space in relation to private space. The concept provides one acre of greenspace 

(including d l  parks, open areas, and woodlands) for every acre of residential space. 

In addition to the sîated goals, this research project intends to benefit the City, 

developers, homebuilders, planners and urban designers, and the consumer by: 

Encomaging M e r  interest and research into sustainabl e urban devel opment and 

other alternative approaches; 

Provoking thought toward the reconsideration of values such as social equity, 

affordability, accessibility, ecology, local conveniences, and pedestrian 

considerations; 

Encouraging an increased awareness for subdivision planning, realizing that it is 

not a matter of simply maximizing lot yield within a site. 

5.1.2 Shortcominps 

Although this research project has attempted to present a step toward more 

sustainable neighbourhood development, the alternative has focused primarily on the 

"approach" to planning and design- While concentrating on certain aspects of a 

project, it is inevitable that other important issues relating to the subject will receive 



less attention or be left out entirely. The following acknowledges at least three issues 

for fürther research. 

The first issue is how the altemative concept is able to effectively address urban 

sprawl. The alternative concept was designed to match the sarne nwnber of dwelling 

units (650) as the conventional p h .  The main reason for this was to demonstrate 

land use eficiency when utilizing different housing types. Aithough the alternative 

concept has achieved higher residential densities than the conventional plan, the 

total number of units per acre for the entire site remains the same. In other words, 

the same number of dwelling units exists on the same amount of land in both 

schemes. Therefore, this particular method is more effective for demonsmting land 

use efficiency within a site, and less effective for addressing urban sprawl. The 

research project could have been more effective if the alternative concept was 

planned without the targeted number of dwelling units. The re-design could have 

then included the maximum amount of dwelling units based on the stated planning 

principles and design guidelines. 

The second issue that should have b e n  addressed in more detail is public transit, 

since it is considered an integral part of sustainable urban development for three 

main reasons: environmental, economic, and social. Sustainable cornmunities are 

typically compnsed of various housing types, which accommodate a variety of 

residents having different economic situations. The lower income residents may rely 



on public tnmsportation for trips tu work, shopping, school, etc. Higher transit 

ndership results in fewer cars on the road, which aileviates traffic congestion and 

reduces exhaust emissions. Higher densities support public transportation by 

increasing the total number of potentid riden residing withùi close proximity to 

transit routes. The alternative concept acknowledged this by providing higher 

density housing dong the main road and swounding the neighbourhoud focal area 

(designated as the proposed m i t  route). However, more attention could have been 

directed t o w d  the actual bus routes that pass by the site, and future transit links 

with adjacent areas. Route #75 m s  east along Bishop Grandin Blvd. to the 

University of Manitoba, while route #55 runs north along St. Anne's Rd. to 

downtown. Both routes present good transportation opportunities for students and 

workers living within the site. Figure 5-1 illustrates possible examples of how the 

site could be sewiced by existing transit routes. 
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Figure 5-1: Possible bus routes in the alternative concept show at differem phases of deveiopment. 
(Drawings by Mark Spence.) 

A third issue that should have been further addressed in this research project involves 

local employment Sustainable communities should provide job oppominities within 

the neighbourhood. The alternative concept limited facilities in the focal area to 

accommodate local commercial functions. Different innovations for local 

employrnent oppominities should be explored. For example, the possibility of 

including home-based businesses within the neighbourhood could be a viable option 

if zoning codes were altered to allow for mixed residentiaI/commercial use. This 

issue is included among the recommendations in this chapter. 



5.1.3 General Observations 

It codd be argued that the urban sprawl phenomenon is the result of the moa 

successful marketing campaign in the history of urbanization. People buying into the 

"American Dream" entitles them to own a single family home and yard away fiom 

the problems of the city. Large developments like Levittom and Don Mills made 

the "Dream" afFordable for the middle class fmily. Despite its noted fiaws, urban 

sprawl is actively supported and remains a popular choice for homebuyers because it 

has been the dominant building trend over the past five decades. People are 

generally more cornfortable with the things that are most familjar to them. Proposa1 

to alter this trend may meet considerable resisîance. The perception rnay exist that if 

we no longer pursue the "Amencan Dream", then it follows that we must change our 

social value structure as well. The marketability of sustainable development is 

unlikely to have the same impact as the marketing of suburbia, wfiich ofFered the 

oppomuiiky to buy into something that only the social elite could once fiord. 

Marketing sustainable development might be harder to sel1 because people rnay 

perceive it as something that takes away rather than wntributes to their lifewles. In 

other words, instead of offering "more", like suburbia does (Le. more private space, 

larger house and yard, personal transportation), sustainable development may be 

perceived as something that offea "less" (i-e. reduction of houe and yard size, 

replace the car with public transit). It should be emphasized that what we perceive as 

desirable in suburbia now, may be derrimental to future generations. If alternative 

communities are k ing  proposed, then the evaluation of those communities should be 



based upon different values as well. Although the fiscal bottom line is still important 

(and is arguably the deciding factor for development proposds going forward), a 

development's worth and success should also be judged on those features that make a 

neighbourhood desirable and livable. This research project used an economic 

evaluation system to determine if the alternative concept could be considered fiscally 

'Yeasible" according to the developer's standards. Although this was an important 

exercise, the "inban efficiency" tests are sûictly economic. Amenities (such as trees, 

water, open spaces, and pathways) and public services (such as daycare, teen dropin 

centres, schools, libraries, and community activities) are al1 relevant factors for the 

hornebuyer. Providing such features can enhance the marketability of the 

development. The neighbourhood shouid be viewed as a place of swializing, 

shopping, recreation, and employrnent, rather than simply king a pIace to Iive. 

Prior to embarking upon this research project, it was assumed that conventional 

development was continuing in the City of Winnipeg due to the will of the developer, 

while the City's role was to ensure that mning codes were king enforced. M e r  

researching the situation more closely, a different cause for the continuation of 

wnventional development was revealed. Apparently, Winnipeg developers are 

willing to attempt alternative development projects instead of continuously 

reproducing the conventiona1 (Ladco's initial concept for Royalwood is one example 

of this). When a developer submits a suMivision proposal, it is subjected to a senes 

of amendments by various City Departments and ultimately resembles a 



conventional design. Rather than dispute the amendments (which c m  be costly and 

cause delay), developers usually accept the amendments and proceed with the 

project. 

There is a second identifiable agent that contributes to conventional development. 

Mr. Ed Dolhun is a planner and engineer with the City of Winnipeg who bas 

submitted alternative subdivision proposals for development in the past. One such 

proposai was Canterbury Park, which was roughly based on the Radburn mode1 and 

contained similar features to the alternative concept (Le. homes face inward to inner 

parkway with sidewalks). mile  certain City Departments (primarily Parks and 

Recreation, Streets and Transportation, and Works and Operations) have discouraged 

alternative subdivision proposals. the homebuilders were usually even more opposed 

because they were reluctant to stray from routine industry practices. Even though the 

developers were willing to take a chance on alternative projects, homebuilders were 

not willing to provide homes for those projects." If homebuilders contribute to the 

continuation of conventional development due to certain concems, then those 

concems should be addressed. According to Mr. Dolhun, homebuilders are wonied 

about the uncertain marketability of alternative developments. Winnipeg 

homebuilden are cornfortable building for conventional developments because 

homes always sel1 in these markets. Alternative schemes are unlikeIy to be 

developed unless homebuilders are convinced that the consumer is willing to buy 

lx infimation was obtained in a ttlcphone inteBitw. with Mr. Dolhwi on Febmaq~ 4, 1999. 
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into such a development. Of course, the problem is how something can be proven if 

it does not exist? Developen and homebuilden are calculated nsk-taken, and are 

unlikefy to accept experimental projects uniess incentives are provided to guarantee 

their investment to produce alternative project examples. A govenunent-funded 

program (perhaps al1 three Ievels of government) would probably be needed to 

guamntee that dl costs would be recuperated- However, it has b e n  stated that the 

City govenunent is part of the problem because departments such as Parks and 

Recreation, and Streets and Transportation tend to discourage alternative 

developrnent concepts. It is most likely that government involvement is required to 

establish favorable conditions for alternative development implementation. The 

following section includes a list of recornmendations for government involvement in 

the development process. 

5.2 Recommendations 

This section contains recomrnendations for the City of Winnipeg and its various 

administrative departments regarding the implementation of sustainable 

neighbourhoods. This section also includes suggestions for M e r  research of 

sustainable development issues for the City of Winnipeg. 

A city bas the responsibility to ail its citizens to adequately provide basic needs in an 

equitable manner. If sustainabie cornmunities were to be developed in Winnipeg, 

then govemment-level assistance would likely be needed to aid the effort. There is 



evidence t h .  developers fkom the private sector have tned to instigate innovations in 

subdivision design, but were eventually discouraged by the Civ. The City should 

take a more proactive role in encouraging innovative wmmunity development, and 

recognize îhat it might be in their best interest to at least ewmine altemative 

neighbourhood designs. The concept of sustainable urban development is still 

relatively new to North Amerka The City shouid research this concept and perform 

a shidy on its viability (such as Calgary's S ~ i n u b l e  Suburbs S t d y  (1995)). If the 

conclusions are positive, recommendations should be made for changes in current 

subdivision standards and an outline plan should be made for possible 

implementation. ïhe City should also consider the possibility of implementing a 

"sustainable neighbourhood prototype" (this could be a multi-level governent 

project in cosperation with other interested parties such as the Canadian Mortgage 

and Housing Corporation, Canadian Institute of Planners, and the Urban 

Development Institute). This prototype could serve as a "living" educational twl  for 

the City, developers, homebuilders, and the public. The prototype wuld be shidied 

for its fiscal effectiveness, while demonstrating to the public that lifestyles are not 

greatly altered. Govemment incentives, in the fom of development fee waivers, 

guarantees on investment, and reduced land costs, should be available to developers 

and homebuilders to build sustainable prototypes, while homebuyers should be 

offered tax credits. The Royalwood site could have offered an excellent oppominity 

to build a sustainable prototype, since the Provincial Governent owned the site 

prior to Ladco. 



The following is a list of recommen&tions intended to provide a more favorable 

setîing for implementing alternative developments in general and sustainable 

communities in particdar: 

Alternative subdivisions should be an option for the City to review. The City's 

Planning Division shouid alter certain codes, standards, and guidelines of 

subdivision development that impede the opportunity for alternative innovations 

to occur; 

Establish flexible zoning for the possibility of locating small businesses within 

the neighbourhood Oppomuiities for home occupation should be provided; 

Establish a site specific range of density for residential developments (Le. #of 

dwelling units per acre) to maximize land use eEciency and to curb sprawl; 

Sustainable developments should be constnicted on urban infill sites wherever 

possible, utilizing existing infrastructure to minimize costs; 

A site analysis should be included as an important part of the subdivision 

planning process. The subdivision design should respond to contexnial features 

such as climate, sunounding uses, and natural f ~ e s  (Le. vegetation, 

topography 7 and drainage); 

Neighbourhood focal areas (or "nodes") should be established centrally within 

neighbourhoods to provide convenient access for residents to basic commercial 

services and comrnunity activities. Higher-density housing should be planned 



near or adjacent to neighbourhood focal areas and transit routes to increase 

viability; 

Subdivision planning should respect surrounding land uses and linkages. 

Neighbourhoods should be planned as htercomected areas rather than separate 

entities. The City should provide conceptual plans that show neighbourhoods in 

relation to their regionai contexts. Figure 5-2 presents an example of a regional 

concept plan for the Royalwood area; - 

Figure 5-2: A wnceptual sketch of the region containhg the Roydwood site based on an alternative 
approach. (Drawing by Mark Spence.) 

Develop site specific standards for greenspace/open space. Location of parks, 

greenspace, and open space should be influenced by site characteristics. The 

City shouid re-think its policy of limiting the developer to the cunent 

requirement of 10% "active" parkland dedication, which contributes to the 

destruction of prkland and natural habitats; 

The City should explore the option of an c'ecological management of open 

spaces" approach for areas requiring minimal maintenance (including areas 

sunounding stormwater retention Iakes). There are lower labour and 
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maintenance costs associated with this approach, as well as a reduction in 

pollutants and waste; 

The City should pre-designate places having ecological value as being strictly 

"off limits" for developrnent and be incorjmrated into the local greenspace 

ne twork; 

There should be an emphasis on good pedestrian circulation from the initial 

stages of neighbourhood planning. Opportunities should be maximized for 

pedestrian transportation (i.e. walkingkycling pathways) both in the site and 

regional1 y; 

Public transit plays a key role in supporting sustainable cornmunities. Transit 

routes should be planned in the initial stages of neighbourhood design to 

access the neighbourhood focal areas proposed. Residential densities along 

transit routes should be high enough to sustain good transit service; 

Planning alternative developments requires better integration and co- 

ordination fiom many interests and agents. Initial stages of conceptual 

planning and design should invoIve the input nom design teams consisting of 

planners, urban designers, architects, landscape architects, developers, 

homebuilders, engineers, and various City Departments. Public input is 

equally important to guide alternative projects and help determine what is 

acceptable to the consumer. Design charettes should be utilized to aid the 

process. 



This research project has examined the concept of sustainability as an aItemative 

approach to neighbourhood planning and design. Due to time constraints and other 

limitations, some issues were not adequately addressed in detail and require 

additional investigation. The following is a list of suggestions for M e r  study 

relating to sustainable urban development in Winnipeg: 

An investigation (of either the City or the private sector) to expose the 

mechanisms, bamee, and reasoning that prevent or discourage the development 

of alternative concepts in Winnipeg; 

A further investigation of residentid densities, service thresholds and their 

relationship to "viability" in Winnipeg; 

An examination toward possible partnerships to fund the construction of a 

sustainable neighbourhood prototype in Winnipeg; 

A survey of local developers and homebuilders to determine and gauge their 

interest toward the construction of a sustainable development in Winnipeg; 

A survey of consumer attitudes and preferences toward a sustainable 

development concept in Winnipeg. 
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Appendix A: Ecology of the Royahwood Site 

This section identifies the mlogically significant areas within the shidy site and 

focuses on the quality of habitat. An inventos, of differeni types of flora and 

fama common to the area is provided here. AI1 recorded data was taken fkom 

the City of Winnipeg's An Assessrnent of Vegetmion and WiZdZfe Habitat for the 

Seine River Parkway (1995). Further field inspections identified the forested 

areas within the Royalwood site as king sirnilar in composition with that of the 

forest along the river corridor. 

A diagram of typical vegetation structure along a strearn corridor. (Source: An Assessmenr of 
Vege~crlion and WiCdlife Habim @al@ for the Seine RNer ParRway, the City of Wmipeg, 
1995, p. 4.) 
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The following list is an inventory of the plant and animal species that were 

observed in An Assessrnent of Vegetation and WiIdZfe Habitut Quality for the 

Seine River Parkway (1 995) found on pages 3848. 

Plant Observations 
Native Sedges, Grasses & Rushes 

Xckie Grass . --- * .-. ---%.-.-..o. i ... e .- - -CS .. - 
@ou@ Hair -1- --. ", I --.-- - . ,- - - .. 

Big Blucstem~ _-- - 
--MC*,-. ---- 

1 . .m. --..-.. . . -  _--i_iL-S 

Sorthem Rted Grass 

i Noda-ing Wild Rye - - - -... -- -v--- I -y-.----- 

J-Wj R Y ~  ,-.,, , ---- . - 
Mar Muhl~--_.- 
WitchGiiss -. I I.. 

Apstis  . -"-.-*iW.-. . C 

-.- Y". ----- -- 
++rSPoeon, - -, 

:;BecbuXia --LY- *- 

Calmagros ti s 

Genus 
amencana 1. 

Species 

-ycaul= ctulbr) 
Malre 
scabra Willd. 

-- .- -- . . - -  
gerardi Virman 
a-(sulla)FM: 
inexpansa A. Gray 
canadensis L. ---- -.- 

-C1 - .- - 

Switch Grass 
*-- ..-. -..- -y. 

"*anmi L--. *- - 
---;lanmri;= . .- ,Re Cmimy-Grpss-..,;; --a 

gracilis Tnn. 
I; z... cl---- - - -.---- -ipectin"f" L*--Y-__ki- 

heterolepsrs A. Gray --,--. --- -.--- :-;-F, ---z .; 1; i*, , L=>-- .- -,<- . - - - '  



Plant Observations 

1 Manitoba Maple - 

- ,  

Amcrican'mlnnt . . 
Beaked Hazelnut 
7wining Hcmcysuclile . 

-- ---- - B w  .- ..-.LA 
Round Leaved Haunhorn 1-- - --.---- . - - -- - 
WTd Pluni, . , y . . - 
Canada PIum 

 da. -- 
1 Prickley Rose 

Ross species 
Red R a s ~ b c l  --. .- --* . -** 

I ., -- 
--=:i..v$ .. -1 -. - 
-- Meadowswcct 
dM~&,b- . -=&Tf- .  y+ 
& .- ,-- - 

COnonwOOd 
.cri, - * 

3 k e n i b - T  -- - - ~ W Q W & :  - 
-CI --- 

Diarnond W~llow 

Native Slzrubs & Trees 

Acemceae (Maple) 

Genus 
Acer 

c-d W - --*.-.-5- WC- 

Ceiasms 
y- - - ,- -- * C - C - ~ - - - -  -- 
- -*s_.L....---, 

Prunus 
Pnrnus -- . -  r.. . - - 

ii1.-9-- -- - 
Rosa - -. . -4 4 R:=__r---- 
Rosa 
Rubus 

P. - - .- -..-- I . . . 
. -  - - - . . . - -  - . .  ,Sm - C'? -. ,i_ 

-- -. - -  mz-* 
--. W 

R i k  
Ribes 

negundo L. var. intenus 
(Bntt) Sarg 

diocia L var 

-qahL~;r;;- 
(Mill) Ait. 

scandens L. 
- .  

-dbaL .- -ml' - A --  -- 
cornmutara Bemh. --..- - . -  

mar- hficbx. 
zpcnr~ryivaniraMarsh, 

var. ausûnnii Fm- 
Hu= -*.- -.. _ . . 

rorundifolia Motnch. .-- 
-BM!wLL -- - 
n i p  Ait. 
uirginiana L. var. .---. . 

b. IrnocapaVLm- - 
acicularïs Lind!. 

, " " -  - - . . C r  a-.- 

pnxw-rulams2- 
mcricanum Mill. 
oxyacanthoides L. var. 



Plant Observations Native Forb Species 

Giant Ragweed Ambrosia 
'?-.-Y'--- -" %-" iPL*.irj - . L w - - -  L ----r - ---ri 

Artemisia 

Rhombic Leaved Helianthus 

Species I 

ovalifolia - .  - 
synafa - .  - 
rotundifoiia - -- - -- + - -  

-anilkfofium - . 
-A 

mfida LI - -  * - 
,psil==hya - -" - 

iudovicrana - -.- -e-- - -.,. --.- 
.----a ---- & -. 

ericoides 
3akkîs - - . .- - - 
cil ioiams Lindl. 

. _C 

, - -.-- - - - 
fioodmanii 

+. -- 
XütüTÜsa L----.-. - -a > 

Iaetifionis 



Genus 

Lesser Duck weed 

Wood Lily! Prairie Lily - -, 
Maiantheni-m --- - 



Genus Species 

.* - TaIl Meadow-Rue 
r u2iTe.. -.- -1 1 - 1 Thalicaum 

-*-;r"k'CTly. -* . . Z n " - =  * 

.. -Wny M ~ ~ 4 t u c  -. . ,, _, - --. -..+_-- :.- --, - .L iThficrrmn _._ - _ _ .. 

Blue Monkey Rowcr- --.- I -. - . fi-?) _;Mimulus _ - _ - - -  . % 

I .  , m M u U c n  IL, - -- .-., -2- -%bbsam--- -.- - 
BinersweeUclimbimg Solanaceac (Poutoe) 1 Solanurn 

.... virginiana Dcne. . - . - 
*- 

. Ansuha.L -. . .. - 

- -.- - - ' 
, m u c r f ; p ~ ~ ~ a l i a  
. - lanatum Michx 

amkata munb.) M a .  
- ~ X &  rh;; - 
A- marilandica L,- - -- . 
-a)=,,,, 

dioica L. var. proccra 

lmvtnticC)M- 
aduncr J.E. Srni* ;-,- m. .- 

* - 
rc- 

ripria Michx. 

Ranunculus -- cylindrica A Gray 



Plant Observations 
Non-Native Forbes 

Duckweed 
-3- ----77---- . . 

. ' .- .. - .  .-.."%eV 

Nodding Suckseed 

Wnite ciover 

Genus Species 

Cirisium 1 mense  L. 



Plant Observations 
Non-Native Shrubs & Trees 

Cornmon Narne FamiZy Genus Species 

Plant Observations 
Non-Native Sedges, Grasses & Rushes 

canada Blue Grass 

Green Foxmil Setaria 

Species ' Common Name ( Family Genus 



MammaZ Observations 
- - 

Common Name Genus Species 

carolensis && ..* -... -", ---- -.-- -- - - 
-A.: .... - - - - - ..c 

nivalis 
. . ;w&&m-&-i?  -*.- 

vison iacusms - . * -  C .  - -- 
u!xzPfil=LL, - .. : --, - - 

lotor hims 
-;ooP*Tgs:,nn;n,-(;~:+- 1 , 

vulpes regdis -. -- 
- .---. -- -- - .  &- -+-i 

canadensis canadensis 

amencanus phaeonnis 

White-foorcd Dear Mouse 1 Perom yscus 1 maniculatus bainiii 

Gappcts red-backed Vole 1 Clethronomys 1 gappen loringi 

House Mouse 1 Mus 1 musculus 

Fish Observations 
Genus Species 

1 Rock Bass 1 



Bird Observations 
Genus Species 

1 pipixcan 

I 1 asio I 
1 Lang-eared Owl 1 Asio 1 onis 



Genus 

1 Caroiina Wren 

1 Golden-crowned King let 

Sitta 

Toxostoma 

Bombycila 

carolintnsis 
-c- -,-r. --.- 1- r -  

amencana :- -2 . - -..- --..-- - 

ustuiatu s 
---.----r. -+-. .- 
-gutraais. ,",...Y . - .C -- . -- 

1 Oran~e-crowned Warbler 1 Vtrmivora 1 d a t a  

1 noveboracensis 

1 Rose-brcastd Grosbeak 1 Pheucticu~ 1 ludovicianus 



Common hbme 

Lincoln's Sparrow 
Whi te-throated S p m w  
White-crowned Sparrow 
Harris' S p m W  
Da&-eyed Junco 
Red-winged Blackbird - 
Brewer's B lackbird . . 

Conmon G d e  . 

Northern Oriole . . 
Fine ~ r 0 s b e . d ~ -  - - - 

Purple Finch . - 
H w e  Fmch . . ,- . -- - .- -. - -- 
Red Crossbill 
White-winged Cmssbi :- " 
Common Redpoll 

I 
.. .. . - 

- HoaryRtdpoU -. . . . . . .- - 
Pine Siskin - - ---. - ---?.-- . -.- 

ArnerignLi5imch .-- i - Evening Grosbeak 
! . - _- - -  - ---- 
.House Sparrow, ,--, ,,, -- 

Clay-colored Sparrow 

Fox S p i o w  

1 Blue Jay 

Genus 

Melospiza 
- - .  . " 

' Zonhc I i i a  . .. . ..- . - 

Loxia - - --. > CI  . - -  -. 
G x i a  . - - - - - - ,-- -- - - 

Carduelis 
. -)-.- ---- ---- -.- 

- Card~efis - ---- -: --- --. - . 
Carcieulis 

-- -. -m- - .. *A-- --- 
,wdtulis.----. 
Coccotnraustes 
- ? -  YI. 

-..a-&-.- *- -, 

Parus' . 

hyemalis 

cyanocephalus 
~uiscuia 

purpureus 

fiammez 
. .  - 

laorntmarrni .. .- - 

vespeninus 
-.---- .--.-. - - 
J h c l I s .  - . . . 



Appeadix B: Winnipeg Weather Statistics 

The fol lowing information is a collection of Winnipeg's weather including 

temperature, wind speed and direction, and sun angles. This information was 

used for the weather and climate analysis for this project. The chart below is 

fiom the Canadian C h u t e  N o m l s  1961- I W O ,  Environment Canada, 1998. 

Jan Fcb Miu Apr &y Jmi hrI Aug Sep Oa Nov Ikc Yai 
jmv tëv nian 4~ juin juiU août agi ex wv &c 

~ c r n ~ e r i h i m  

hily Maximm 
-13.1 -9.7 -1.8 9.8 18.6 23.4 26.1 24.9 18.6 113 4.4 -9.9 8.1 

1 Daili. Men CC) -18.3 -15.1 -7.0 3.8 11.6 16.9 19.8 18.3 IL4 5.7 4.7 -14.6 2.1 

prrci~itrcian 

Rsinfsll(mm) 0.3 0.4 5.9 264 57.8 83.8 72.0 75.3 Sû.9 24.6 5 3  1.6 404.4 

SwwG~ll (an) 22.6 17.1 19.2 9.4 2.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.4 4.9 19.0 20.1 114.8 

RaEipitation (mm) 19.3 14.8 23.1 35.9 59.8 83.8 72.0 75.3 5 1  29.5 21.2 18.6 504.4 

1 Rte 944nO 958l23 P(5RS 986B0 9 7 W  984Rl 94229 %YI 1 9411Q3 949ii0 -2 98M2 



r ? = ? - 2 2 z 4  
prpclpcation 

O O 0 0 . 3  3 13 

FW 2 2 3 *  4 O 1 1 2 2  2 17 
Th- ' O *  3 6  8 6 3 . '  28 

RclEf&; 80 BI 83 81 TI 80 85 87 86 8-5 ki 81 

RclHrrmidiv- 75 75 72 59 45 50 52 50 53 56 72 77 l5OOL (%) 

Wind - 
Spsedotm/h) 18 17 18 M 19 17 15 15 18 19 18 17 18 

Most Froqunir hWr S S N S S S S S S S  S S 

EmnneHwly 70 80 81 80 72 80 89 74 71 77 76 71 
S@ cimm1 

Dueuion NW W W  S SE E N U r  S 

EmrmsGust&T 106 129 I l 3  106 109 127 127 122 9% 102 4 89 

Dirstion S W  N N h W  W S N W  S N W h W  



Wind and its ciff-cts have played a large role in the design considerations of the 

alternative plan. The chart below detennines the wind chi11 factor, which is 

based on temperature combined with wind speed. 
WlND SPEED (KILOMETRES PER HOUR) 

g 8 a % # s s o C o *  

WIN0 SPaD (MUS E R  HOUR) 

The wind chi11 factor chart. (Source: The Canodim Global Allllcllulc, 1995.) 
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OPEN SUBURBIA METROQOUTA~ 
COUNTRY ARE* 

W ' I 1 

- - 

1 1 

SlDE VlEW ! 1 
I 

PLAN 

FRONT VtEW 

The dynamics of air movement. ( S m :  Design for Norfent C!imufes, Matus, 1988, p. 168.) 
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The sun's position in the sky accounts for the number of possible houn of 

daylight for any given area. This is important if the planner of a subdivision is 

concemed with the alloivance of sunshine or shading. The chart below shows 

the monthly angles to determine the position of the sun over Winnipeg (from 

Canadian Ecochans, CMHC, p. 15). 
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Appendix C: Demographics 

The demographic profile of the region surrounding Royalwood, and of 

Winnipeg, played a large role in deciding the housing stock. The following is a 

profile summary of the City's demographics based on the Winnipeg Census 

Division's Census 1991 (1996). 

Population Change 1986 - 1991 

Year 
1986 
199 1 

Y Change 1986 - 199 r 

Winnipeg 
594.555 
615.190 

3.5% 

Total populalmn 
O - 4 y s e n  
5-9ysafs 
10 - 14 
15 - 19 pers  
20 - 24 pars  
25 - 29 flan 
30 - 34 years 
35 - 39 y.- 
40 - 44 p a n  
4s - 49 psrs 
50 - Y p a n  
55 - 59 yews 
60 - 64 yean 
65 - 74 f l r i r ~  

Population By Age Group, 199f 

Winnipeg Y. 
240.675 100.0% 
145.760 60.6% 
B4.915 39.4% 

Average and Median Family tS Household Incarnes 

Famtty tncoms -AU census f a d e s  
Amrage famrly r m e  S 
Meaian famrly incorne S 

Winnipeg 
162335 
99.261 
543.775 

Incidence of Povem by Type 

Total Nr rmber  of Census Families by Type 

Wnnlpeg % 
Tora1 number olcensu: famiIres 162.250 1 0 0 . W  

Total husband-We lamiries 137.250 64.6% 
lofal mlhouf sons c.nU drughlsrs 8t home 57.770 42.1% 
Total wirh sons MU C~ughlers al home 79.480 57.9% 

75 f l a n  end over 34.840 5.7% 

Total Number of Hotrseholds by Tenure 

Awmge nurnbsr of p o m s  per fmiiy 3.0 



A regional map of muthast Winnipeg showing the ta, cenw tracts that surround Royalwood 
and are included in the analysi s of this study. (Soune: SMisrcs C b d b  Profies, 1991 .) 
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The following charts are a compilation of demographic Monnation for 

Winnipeg and the ten census tracts around Royalwood. This information is fiom 

Siatistics Canada Projies (199 1) and was used in the demographic analysis 

stage of this project. 
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